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ABSTRACT

Teams of autonomous space robots are needed for future space missions such as

the construction of large solar power stations and large space telescopes in earth orbit.

This work focuses on the control of teams of robots performing construction tasks such as

manipulation and assembly of large space structures. The control of the robot structure

system is difficult. The space structures are flexible and there are significant dynamic

interactions between the robots and the structures. Forces applied by the robots may

excite undesirable vibrations in the structures. Furthermore, the changing configuration of

the system results in the system dynamics being described by a set of non-linear partial

differential equations. Limited sensing and actuation in space present additional

challenges. The approach proposed here is to transform the system dynamics into a set of

linear time-varying ordinary differential equations. The control of the high-frequency

robots can be decoupled from the control of the low-frequency structures. This approach

allows the robots to apply forces to the structures and control the dynamic interactions

between the structures and the robots. The approach permits linear optimal control theory

to be used. Simulation studies and experimental verification demonstrate the validity of

the approach.
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CHAPTER

1
INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the thesis and the motivation for building large space

structures in Section 1.1. Then, the background and literature are presented in Section

1.2. The thesis contributions are described in Section 1.3, and the thesis organization is

outlined in Section 1.4.

1.1 Motivation

Teams of autonomous space robots will be needed for future space missions, such

as the construction of large solar power stations and space telescopes (see Figure 1.1)

[35][67][86]. Currently, astronauts perform extra-vehicular activities (EVAs) to carry out

such tasks; such EVAs are expensive and the space environment is dangerous for

astronauts. Additionally, future space structures are expected to be significantly larger

than existing structures, on the order of hundreds of meters to kilometers in scale [85].

The International Space Station, at present the largest on-orbit structure, is roughly one

hundred meters across its longest dimension (see Figure 1.2) [63]. In contrast, the overall

dimensions of a proposed solar power station, the Integrated Symmetrical Concentrator,

shown in Figure 1.3, are about five by fifteen kilometers [52][57][62]. These large

flexible structures will need to be assembled on orbit by teams of autonomous space

robots [32][97].
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Figure 1.1. On-orbit construction of large flexible space structures by

heterogeneous robotic teams.

Figure 1.2. The International Space Station as seen from Space Shuttle

Discovery (NASA Photograph [63]).
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Figure 1.3. Integrated Symmetrical Concentrator (ISC) solar power satellite in

geosynchronous orbit (NASA Concept [62]).

Teams with multiple robots will be necessary because the sub-assemblies are too

large and flexible for manipulation by a single robot [102]. Also, heterogeneous teams of

robots permit specialization resulting in increased effectiveness and reliability, as

illustrated in Figure 1.1. These teams might include remote free-flying robots (with

thrusters) and free-floating observation robots (without thrusters) for measuring the

system's state, inspection and fault detection, worker robots for the transportation and

manipulation of components, and robots that can walk across structures and perform fine

manipulation for assembly and maintenance [97].

However, the control of teams of robots manipulating large space structural

systems with complex changing geometry and significant dynamic behavior is not well

understood. Structural vibrations present a major problem [28][93][94][95][98].

Vibrations may be large because the components are made of lightweight composite

materials that are very flexible and have low damping (less than one percent) [31][74].
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Figure 1.4 shows an artist's concept of the James Webb Space Telescope, scheduled for

launch in 2013 [50][61]. This deployable space telescope has a primary mirror 6.5 meters

in diameter and a sunshield that is approximately 22 meters by 12 meters. Finite element

simulations of this structure predict the first mode for the sunshield membrane to be

0.404 Hertz and the first mode of the sunshield structure to be 1.103 Hertz [65].

Controlling vibrations with such low modes and little natural damping is challenging.

Future space telescopes are expected to be substantially larger and more flexible.

Figure 1.4. Artist concept of the James Webb Space Telescope [61].

The teams of space robots constructing large flexible space structures will need to

control the structural vibrations while dealing with the complications of working in a

space environment. Dynamic interaction forces between space robots and large flexible

structures can excite undesirable structural vibrations; these vibrations can make it

difficult to connect assemblies, create delays while waiting for vibrations to damp out or

cause robots and structures to collide and damage each other. Practical considerations
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such as the robots' high joint friction and nonlinear thruster actuation also make the

construction and assembly of large flexible space structures using space robots

challenging.

The objective of this thesis is to develop control algorithms to enable teams of

space robots to manipulate and assemble large flexible space structures while minimizing

residual vibration and operating in limited time, subject to limited sensory information

and actuation.

1.2 Background Literature

Mission concepts for the construction of future large space solar power structures

stations have been proposed that require space robots to perform manipulation and

assembly tasks [17][102]. For the construction of such large structures, it is necessary to

transport raw materials to space, build sub-assemblies, and then assemble these sub-

assemblies into larger structures on orbit. Space robots have been studied for assembly

tasks [24][51][98]. Assembly of simple structural elements such as rod or beam

components has been experimentally demonstrated in the laboratory but no

demonstration missions have been flown [77]. On-orbit assembly of large flexible

structures by robots is especially challenging. The disturbing effects of the dynamic

interactions between the structures and the robots make structural vibrations an important

problem [95][98]. Space robots need to maneuver the components so as not to induce

residual vibration in the structures [95].

Practical issues such as weight, complexity and reliability limit available sensing

in space [12]. Limited sensing further complicates the control of these robots. For

effective control, sensors must measure the structure's state including vibration and rigid

body motions. Fixed sensors such as accelerometers mounted on a large space structure
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can be used by state feedback controllers to reduce the structure's vibration [19][31][74].

Accelerometers can acquire high frequency data but only at a limited number of

locations. Remote sensors such as vision sensors and laser range finders can see large

areas of the structure but are limited by scan rate. These measurements are critical, but

effective sensor fusion and estimation methods have been developed to estimate mass

properties, vibration modes, as well as the rigid body motions for large space structures

[3][4][46][48][49]. The methods use a modified Kalman filter to fuse high-bandwidth but

spatially sparse accelerometer data with low-bandwidth vision data [11][18][100]. These

methods can be used to compensate for the limits of each type of sensor [26].

Space robots need to perform high precision motion and force control using their

thrusters and manipulators to maneuver the flexible space structures effectively and

precisely. However, the movement of a space robot's manipulator can disturb its

spacecraft base; control algorithms for space manipulators have been developed to

compensate for these disturbances [27][71]. Precise control of space robots relies on

precise actuation and the ability to measure forces and torques. Light-weight space

systems with high gear ratio transmissions using dry lubrication result in high levels of

nonlinear Coulomb joint friction that corrupt the fidelity of the actuator's outputs

[21][64]. This problem is particularly critical for the approach proposed here, where the

robots are used as precise force sources. Similarly, thrusters or reaction jets used by the

robots are also highly nonlinear and imprecise [80]. Thruster performance is sensitive to

thermal changes and variation in fuel supply level. Errors in the space robot thruster

forces degrade these systems' force control capability. Adaptive and sensor-based

methods have been developed to compensate for joint actuation nonlinearities but are not

robust to unmodeled dynamics [73][84]. For this work, control methods called Space

Base Sensor Control have been developed to compensate for nonlinear thruster behavior

[8][9]. These methods are an extension of Base Sensor Control [58][59][60]. The
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compensation algorithms are used in this work to achieve the precise control required by

space robots.

The coordinated control of multi-robot teams to manipulate large flexible space

objects has not been well studied. Studies have looked at cooperative control of teams of

robots on earth for tasks such as exploration, clustering in formation, or pushing objects

[16][76]. Teams of mobile robots have demonstrated coordinated behavior with leader-

follower formations [101]. On-orbit multi-robot formation flying has been studied

[36][54][56][90]. However, these studies did not generally consider dynamic interactions

between teams of robots, a major issue to be addressed in this study. Here the robots and

the structures are connected. Motion of one component of the system disturbs the other

components. This problem is made more complex because the size of the robots is

expected to be small (typically 2-20 meters) compared to the size of the structural

elements they will need to manipulate (100-200 meters). To mitigate these coupling

disturbances, the robots must be able to control the interactive forces they apply to the

structures. Previous studies of dynamic interactions between robot teams have been

limited to cases where the robots were not free-floating or free-flying in space such as

mobile robots moving rigid beams without flexibility [70][88]. They also considered

simple cases of single rigid beams. Previous research has included dynamics in planned

trajectories for mobile robots, but without considering flexibility [41]. Preshaping

methods can reduce vibration but the system model must be well known (not necessarily

true for systems under construction) [15][81][83][92]. When vibration has been

considered for transportation problems, it is treated as a disturbance [33][89]. The

previous studies did not attempt to minimize the vibrations of the transported structures

or control the dynamic interactions of the system.

Recently, studies have examined multi-robot on-orbit assembly for cases with

dynamic interactions between robots. An interesting approach to beam assembly uses
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tethers [29]. However, stability problems were experienced in initial verification tests

with air table experiments. A study of space robots mounted on compliant bases

manipulating a flexible structure used preplanned force trajectories by constraining

vibration and showed that coordinated control is difficult [95]. Simulations of two robots

transporting a flexible beam on orbit showed it is possible to reduce fuel consumption

over thruster based methods by controlling large motions with thrusters while damping

vibrations with the manipulator arms [7][38]. Experimental verification of the method

found the method is sensitive to errors and noise but demonstrated reduced vibration and

fuel use with the addition of compliance control [68][69]. However, the general problem

of manipulating large flexible space structures with dynamic interactions using

coordinated control of multi-robot teams remains a challenging problem that has not been

solved [26]. There is no general architecture for the control of coordinated construction of

large flexible space structures by teams of robots.

1.3 Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis addresses the problem of manipulating and assembling large scale

flexible structures on orbit using teams of space robots. It solves the problem by

exploiting the unique dynamics of the application and taking advantage of the frequency

separation between the structures and the robots. The dynamics of the system consist of

nonlinear partial differential equations (the structures) and nonlinear ordinary differential

equations (the robots). The approach proposed here is to transform this system into a set

of time-varying linear equations by linearizing about a nominal trajectory. This system is

controlled by decoupling the control of the structures from control of the robots. The

system can be decoupled assuming the highly flexible structures have low natural

frequencies while the robots are high bandwidth and high frequency. Decoupling the
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control allows the robots to serve as interactive force sources that apply forces to the

structures. Linear optimal control methods determine the forces needed to position the

structures while minimizing their vibration. This approach also considers limited sensing

and actuation and provides compensation approaches. Simulation and experimental

studies demonstrate the strengths and limitations of the method.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The thesis has six chapters. This chapter presents the motivation and background

for the thesis. Chapter 2 describes the general solution approach of the thesis. It describes

the system model and develops the controller. With this as a basis, Chapter 3 discusses

details of the approach and issues with the practical control of space robots with limited

sensing and actuation. It includes a compensation method that is used to determine

minimal sensing and sensor placement. Chapter 4 describes simulation studies and

results. Using the general approach given in previous chapters, the simulation cases

explore tasks necessary for the construction of a large flexible space structure such as a

space telescope. Chapter 5 describes the experimental system. A team of space robots

floating on gas bearings on a granite table perform experiments manipulating flexible

elements. Chapter 5 also presents the experimental results. Chapter 6 summarizes the

thesis and suggests directions for future work.

The appendices include additional information supporting the main body of work.

Appendix A discusses stability considerations of the general approach. Appendix B

presents the results from studies of limited sensing and actuation, and includes details of

the work described in Chapter 3. Appendix C gives a detailed description of the

experimental system components and includes discussion of the system limitations and

practical considerations.
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CHAPTER

2
GENERAL SOLUTION APPROACH

This thesis examines the problem of transporting and assembling large scale

flexible structures on orbit using teams of space robots. This chapter describes the general

solution approach. Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 describe the scope of systems considered

in this work. Then the general method is presented starting in Section 2.3. A linear time-

varying model of the system is derived in Section 2.4 and issues related to the choice of

trajectory are covered in Section 2.5. The controller is developed in Section 2.6 and

stability is discussed in Section 2.7.

2.1 Flexible Space Systems

The space systems considered in this work consist of flexible elements and teams

of space robots. Space systems are typically lightweight and flexible due to the cost of

launching materials into orbit. The flexible elements may be large, hundreds of meters

across. It is assumed that the structures' mode shapes and frequencies are known within a

certain tolerance. Disturbances from thermal warping, solar pressure, and gravity gradient

effects are ignored because they are beyond the scope of this thesis. The effect of orbital

mechanics is neglected since in many cases the time scale for assembly operations (at

most a few minutes) is shorter than the orbital period (about 90 minutes in Low Earth

Orbit). The orbit is assumed to be high enough that aerodynamic effects are small.
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2.2 Teams of Space Robots

Figure 2.1 shows a conceptual model of an assembly space robot. This three-

dimensional robot has two manipulators with multiple degrees of freedom. The robot

shown in the figure has rotary joints although some space robots are expected to have

translational joints. Free-flying space robots need thrusters to control large motions but

have limited supplies of fuel. Space robots may have reaction wheels for attitude control.

For the robotic systems studied here, the spacecraft and links are assumed to be 3D rigid

bodies. Fuel sloshing is not considered. Nonlinear actuation characteristics and limited

sensing that can degrade the system performance are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

Manipulator 4 3 DOF
1 DOF

Force/Torque Sensors

1 DOF

--- 2 DOF

Free-Flyingr
Spacecraft

Figure 2.1. Conceptual model of multi-manipulator free-flying space robot.

2.3 Solution Approach

A control approach called Assembly Manipulation Control is proposed to enable

the construction of large flexible space structures on orbit by teams of robots. The

approach decouples the control of the high-frequency robots from the control of the low-

frequency structures. Decoupling the control allows the robots to serve as interactive

force sources that apply forces to the structures.

For the space systems considered here, the system dynamics can be represented

by nonlinear partial differential equations (the structures) and nonlinear ordinary
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differential equations (the robots). However, key to this work is that these equations can

be linearized about a nominal trajectory resulting in a large system of equations that are

slowly time-varying. The resulting system is time-varying because the structures may

undergo large displacements. When linearized, the time-varying equations can be

effectively controlled. With this transformation, the system can be decoupled and the

control of the structures separated from the control of the robots. Linear optimal control

methods determine the forces needed to position the structures while minimizing their

vibration. Control forces are found that make the system follow the nominal motions

while minimizing vibration.

2.4 Modeling Space Systems

The control approach requires a model of the system. This section describes the

process of modeling the space structures and derives the state space equations of motion

using Lagrange's equations. The nonlinear equations are linearized about a time-varying

trajectory using Gardner's method [30]. In his work, the equations of motion are first

developed in perturbation coordinates and then are simplified based on engineering

analysis of the relative contributions of terms.

For the examples shown in this thesis, a simple finite element approach is used to

find the mode shapes and frequencies [55]. For simulation studies, the method allows

forces to be repositioned easily. For larger space systems, finite element models would

usually be created from commercial finite element software packages. From vibration

analysis, the differential equations for the flexural vibration are known to be partial

differential equations (PDEs) of the form:

a-2 EI(z) 2 t) +f(z,t) = m(z) 2w( (2.1)
( 2 at2
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where z is the spatial variable, t is time, w(z,t) is the displacement from equilibrium,

f(z,t) are applied forces, m(z) is the mass density, E is the modulus of elasticity and

I(z) is the moment of inertia (EI(z) is known as the flexural rigidity) [5][40][55].

Finite element methods or assumed displacement functions allow approximation

by nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Multiple methods are available for

finding these equations. For example, assume the displacement from the nominal position

w can be written as a function of shape functions c, (z) that satisfy the boundary

conditions and that udi (t) are the time-varying displacements at the nodes:

m

w(z,t) = (Zi(z)udi(t) (2.2)
i=1

This displacement function is used to find the kinetic energy:

T(t) =- I m(z) dz (2.3)

and potential energy:

V(t) = L a2W(Zt)z) 2 dz (2.4)2 fJ I az 2

Virtual work is used to find the forces associated with the coordinates from the

distributed forces f(z,t):

6W = f (z,t)&v(z,t)dz (2.5)

The virtual work is combined with kinetic and potential energies from Equations (2.3)

and (2.4) in Lagrange's equation:

d(aT aT T av
- - -- + =W, j =1,2,...,n (2.6)
dt qa j a)qj oaq
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where qj is the jth of n generalized coordinates. This results in the second order

equations of motion:

M(ud )d +D(Ud , ld)id +K(ud )d =Bf( (Ud)F(t) (2.7)

where ud is the generalized displacement vector, M(ud) is the mass matrix, D(ud, Id)

is the damping matrix K(ud) is the stiffness matrix, and B (ud) is a coefficient matrix.

For space structures, the damping ratios are typically not known exactly. For

convenience, proportional damping is generally assumed for the structural modes [31].

The coefficient matrices are converted to linear slowly time-varying matrices using the

approach in [30].

The displacement coordinates ud are usually transformed to modal coordinates

qm. Modal coordinates allow model reduction to reduce the order of the system,

particularly when the original system has a large number of high frequency components

that do not substantially contribute to the system model. Additionally, system

identification methods often provide their results in modal coordinates. The second order

equations of motion in modal coordinates are:

m + 2Z2 +2 = B F (2.8)

Equation (2.8) can be written in state space form:

x= A(t)x+B(t)u (2.9)

where x is the state vector containing position and velocity components of the

perturbation components, u is the control vector and A(t) and B(t) are coefficient

matrices. An important characteristic is that these linearized matrices are slowly time-

varying to allow effective control of structures undergoing large displacements and

rotations [30].
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The control algorithms require the positions and velocities of specific points

where forces are applied to the flexible structure. These positions and velocities are

collected in an output vector y. This output vector can be found from the perturbation

coordinates in the state vector x and written in the matrix form:

y = C(t)x + Ye (t) (2.10)

where Ye(t) is the nominal value of the output vector at time t, and C(t) is the output

matrix. Note that the formulation in Equation (2.10) can be transformed to another

commonly used notation y' = C(t)x by defining y' = y - Ye (t).

2.5 Trajectory Planning

The nominal trajectories are found from the rigid body model of the system. A

number of methods have been developed to find the motion of free-floating systems. The

path for a beam transported in space can be determined by minimizing fuel consumption

[38]. Preshaping methods can be used to find trajectories [15][81][83][92].

Nonholonomic path planning methods have been developed for space manipulators

[44][91]. These methods can be used to find the nominal motions of the structural

elements for assembly.

2.6 Control Approach

A controller is developed to make the system follow the nominal motions while

minimizing vibration. Figure 2.2 shows a block diagram of the controller. The inner loop

shows a space robot controlled as a force source. The space robot's end-effectors apply

forces to the large flexible space structure. The outer loop shows the large flexible space

structure controlled by the applied forces.
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Figure 2.2. Block diagram of large space structure assembly controller.

For transportation and assembly tasks, the objective is to move structures to a

desired position and bring the structures' connection points together while minimizing

vibration and actuator effort. During transportation, the structures may undergo large

displacements. To perform the assembly tasks, the robots apply forces to the structure

with their end-effectors. In a previous study, preplanned forces for two robots moving a

flexible structure were calculated by constraining vibration and finding a pseudoinverse

solution [93][94]. The method distributed the effort among the robots and reduced the

vibration induced to the supporting structure. That work also demonstrated the

challenging problem of coupled robot and structure dynamics.

For this work, optimal control methods are used to find desired interactive forces

[1][10][28]. Optimal methods minimize vibrations to all the structures. Because the

system is time-varying linear, linear quadratic (LQ) methods are used to find the optimal

control. The resulting control prescribes the forces the robots apply to the structure. The

control of the individual robots can be decoupled from the control of the larger system.

Figure 2.2 shows this in the inner loop. The robots are controlled to act as force sources

that apply forces to the large flexible structures.
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The determination of the robot forces is formulated as a finite-time optimal

tracking control problem [10]. Given a system:

x = f(x,u, t) (2.11)

and its initial state x(to), the objective is to find the optimal control u*(t), t [to,tf] that

minimizes the performance index J:

J= S(x(t),t )+ L(x(t),u(t),t)dt (2.12)

to

The function S specifies the cost at the terminal time tf and the function L includes the

cost of applying control forces while following a trajectory from the initial time to to the

terminal time.

Using the system equations from Equations (2.9) and (2.10), the performance

index to follow a trajectory i(t) with minimal control effort u can be written as the

linear quadratic cost function:

J = [x(t) - Xdes ]T M [X(tf) - Xdes

R ) t [ _ F(2.13)
+ J[x(t) - (t)]T Q [x(t) - (t)] + u(t)T Ru(t) dt(2.13)

The weighting matrices Mf and Q are assumed to be positive semidefinite and R is

positive definite (since R must be inverted in the solution). The first term of the function

is the cost of moving the structures to their desired position and velocity state xdes. The

first term inside the integral is the cost of following a specific trajectory. (When no

trajectory is specified only residual vibration is minimized and Q = 0 ). The last term of

the cost function in Equation (2.13) specifies the actuation (or fuel) cost. For the

transportation maneuver, the actuation cost includes the external forces that are applied to

the system by the limited reaction jet thrusters. The state vector x contains the vibration

modes, so vibration suppression is accomplished by specifying the weighting matrices
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Mf and Q. The relative weights of Mf , Q and R can be adjusted to trade off the goals

of vibration suppression and fuel use.

The desired trajectory is usually given in output coordinates Y(t), but the desired

trajectory K(t) in the performance index is expressed in state coordinates. This allows the

maximum number of constraints on the state without creating a conflict of objectives.

The relationship between state coordinates and output coordinates is given by:

i(t) = CT (CC
T 

)ly (t) (2.14)

where the matrix C is from Equation (2.10) [1].

An assembly example is shown in Figure 2.3. The objective of this task is to

perform fine assembly by bringing the endpoints together without inducing vibrations

that might damage the structure or the robots. For the case shown in the figure, the first

term of the cost function can be written:

S(x(t,),ty)= I r,(t)-rb(,t)l 12  (2.15)

where r, and rb are inertial vectors to the endpoints. The trajectory point can be written

in terms of the ra and r b vectors and converted to the terminal constraint:

S (x(t ),tf)= [X(t) des ]TM f [x(tf )- Xdes] (2.16)

Assembly Robot

Flexible
Element

Inertial Latching
Frame x Mechanism

Figure 2.3. Space robot performing fine assembly.
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Once the optimal control problem is posed, the optimal forces can be determined.

To solve the optimal control problem, the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (H.J.B.) partial

differential equation is written [10]:

J
= min{ [x(t) - R(t)] T Q [x(t) - R(t)] + u(t)T Ru(t) +

atr u(t) (2.17)

(VxJ)T [Ax+Bu]}

where time remaining is defined as tr, tf - t , and V x is the gradient. The boundary

conditions are similar to those given in Equation (2.16). The H.J.B. equation is solved

using the Principle of Optimality. The details of the solution derivation can be found in

the references [1][10]. The optimal control solution is found:

u* (t) = -R-'BT {W(t)x(t) + V(tr )} (2.18)

The matrix W(tr) is found from the matrix Riccati equation:

dW d W(tr)A + ATW(tr) - W(tr)BR-1BTW(tr) + Q (2.19)
dtr

and the matrix V(tr)can be found from W(tr):

dV= AT V(tr) - W(tr)BR'B T V(tr)- 2QR(t) (2.20)
dtr

with the end conditions W(tr =0) = My and V(tr = 0) = - 2 MfXdes. These equations can

be solved numerically to find the optimal control forces for the robots to apply to the

structures. The matrices W and V in Equations (2.19) and (2.20) are computed with

preprocessing, and Equation (2.18) is the control used inside the feedback loop. A closed-

form solution is available to the matrix Riccati equation via the Hamiltonian matrix and a

similarity transformation to its Jordan form. However, this form was found to be

numerically ill-conditioned in practice, so numerical integration is used in this work for

finding the optimal control.
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2.7 Stability and Robustness of the Controller

The stability of the closed-loop time-varying system requires that the system be

stabilizable and detectable [1][10]. Stabilizability is a slightly weaker form of

controllability where all the uncontrollable modes must be stable. Detectability is a

weaker form of observability, and requires that the unobservable modes of the system be

stable. These conditions are met for the space systems and control algorithm presented in

this thesis. Appendix A discusses these properties in detail.
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CHAPTER

3
LIMITED SENSING AND ACTUATION

The previous chapter presented the general approach to constructing large flexible

structures on orbit. This chapter discusses issues related to the implementation of this

approach for actual systems and discusses the problems associated with limited sensing

and actuation.

Precise control of space robots is important for space missions such as large space

structure construction [43][78][103]. However, practical factors such as unpredictable

actuator behavior and limited sensing in space can degrade performance; these are

discussed in Section 3.1. Sensing capabilities in space robots to measure and compensate

for actuator uncertainty are limited by the practical issues of weight, complexity and

reliability. Sensors to measure the motions and vibrations of the large space structures

face similar issues.

Compensation methods, discussed in Section 3.2, are constrained by the

challenges of space systems. A method called Space Base Sensor Control (SBSC) is

presented in Section 3.3 [8]. SBSC an extension of the Base Sensor Control (BSC)

method that has been developed for fixed-based terrestrial robots [58][60]. SBSC allows

multi-actuator sensing for a space robot with a reduced number of actuators. A

force/torque sensor is mounted between a space robot's spacecraft and its manipulators

and is used to identify manipulator joint actuator outputs while simultaneously estimating

spacecraft thruster forces and moments. Then the SBSC method is used to examine the

best placement and the minimum number of force/torque sensors for a given space robot
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to simultaneously measure joint and spacecraft actuation; Section 3.4 describes this

approach [9]. Force/torque sensors isolate system sections that are reduced to canonical

elements. This allows the analysis of a small number of elements. The results of the

analysis of the canonical elements are combined to determine the number of sensors

needed for the original system. The chapter concludes in Section 3.5 with a discussion of

the application to the control of large flexible structures. Appendix B presents the details

of the approach and simulation results for Space Base Sensor Control.

Accurate estimates of vibration modes, relative mass properties and the rigid body

motions for large flexible space structures is also critical to the control algorithms.

However, effective methods have been developed to determine these properties, and thus

this chapter focuses on space robots issues with sensing and actuation [3][4][46][49].

3.1 Limits on Sensing and Actuation in Space

The robots used for space missions need to perform precise motion and force

control using their manipulators and reaction jets. Figure 2.1 shows a concept of a space

robot with two manipulators. Sensing for the robot may include joint encoders,

force/torque sensors, gyroscopes, inertial measurement units (IMUs), etc. [45]. The

actuation may include joint motors, spacecraft thrusters, and reaction wheels. For the

robots, actuation errors can degrade the desired performance if not compensated using

inner closed-loop force/torque control. For space applications, the need to limit system

weight results in high gear ratio drives, while conditions in space require the use of dry

lubrication in robot joints and transmissions. The result is that the robot joints have high

non-linear Coulomb friction [2]. Reaction jets or thrusters are used to control the large

motions of free-flying space robots. These thrusters are controlled with highly nonlinear

pulse width modulation (PWM) or pulse width-pulse-frequency modulation (PWPFM)
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[45][80]. Thruster performance is sensitive to such effects as thermal changes and

variation in fuel supply level. These joint and thruster actuation characteristics can

degrade system performance.

The problem of limited sensing of the space structures makes the control of space

robots difficult. For effective control, sensors must be able to measure the structures'

dynamic state including rigid-body motions, geometric shape, and vibrational motion.

Fixed sensors such as accelerometers or strain gages mounted on flexible space structures

can acquire high frequency data but only at a limited number of locations. To accurately

estimate vibration, a large number of sensors would be required, resulting in increased

cabling, power requirements, cost, and weight. Also, accelerometers attached to the

structure are not able to measure constant velocity, rigid-body motions of the system.

Remote vision sensors such as stereo cameras, laser range finders, and LIDAR mounted

on observer robots can see large areas of the structure but are limited by scan rate. Data

may be missing when parts of the structure are occluded by other objects. Additionally,

range sensor data can be noisy, and the harsh lighting conditions in space degrade the

quality of visual images. Nontheless, methods have been developed to compensate for the

limits of each type of sensor [3][4].

3.2 Compensation Methods

A number of effective methods for dealing with imprecise actuation approaches in

conventional ground based manipulators have been developed, including sensor-based

methods, adaptive compensation, and model-based methods. These methods have

principally focused on friction compensation. When sensors are available, measurement-

based control provides direct feedback of actuation effort for closed-loop force or torque

control [73][99]. These methods are desirable because they do not require a model and
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hence are robust to system changes with time. However, for a complex space robot, they

would require multiple sensors that increase cost, weight, and complexity and reduce

system reliability. Therefore, developing a method that uses limited sensing to measure

actuation efforts is desirable.

Adaptive control methods have been developed to estimate unknown joint

actuator friction parameters [20][84]. However, especially for high degree-of-freedom

space systems, adaptive control formulations can be complex making their

implementation difficult [21]. In addition, they have not yet been extended to the

identification of attitude control jet forces and moments. Also for space systems, relying

on measurement of uncertainty and errors rather than indirect computation is preferred,

due to the wide range of environmental conditions that can affect system parameters and

the need to avoid dangerous transient behavior during adaptation.

Model-based actuator effort compensation methods use mathematical models to

predict actuator behavior [20]. However, these methods would not be robust in the hostile

environment of space because model parameters change radically with conditions, load,

position, temperature, and wear. Therefore model based compensation is not well suited

to space applications. Other methods based on special command profiles to deal with

imprecise actuation have been developed, such as high frequency dither [37]. However,

these methods have yet to be developed for space applications, in particular for reaction

jet uncertainty.

3.3 Space Base Sensor Control Approach

The approach proposed to identify actuator efforts from limited sensor data using

appropriate kinematic and dynamic models is an extension of the Base Sensor Control

(BSC) method that has been developed for fixed-based terrestrial robots [58][60]. BSC
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identifies joint torques by placing a single six-axis force/torque sensor between its

manipulator and its fixed base. Here, one six-axis force/torque sensor is placed between

each manipulator and its spacecraft (see Figure 2.1). It is shown (see Appendix B) that

these sensors can simultaneously measure all of the system's actuator efforts including

the effects of friction in the manipulator joints and jet reaction forces and torques [8]. The

measurements can be used in inner force or torque control loops to eliminate torque and

thruster actuation error, improving the precision control system (see Figure 3.1). These

sensors could also be used for continuous monitoring to detect degradation in actuator

performance. Appendix B gives the details of this approach. The appendix demonstrates

the effectiveness of the Space Base Sensor Control method in simulation.

I------------
I I

I I

I I

Figure 3.1. Inner loop identifies and compensates for actuator efforts while outer

loop tracks desired trajectory.

3.4 Determining Minimal Sensors

The Space Base Sensor Control method can be used to examine the best

placement and the minimum number of force/torque sensors for a given space robot to
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simultaneously measure joint and spacecraft actuation [9]. This problem could be solved

by exhaustive analysis. However, varying the number of manipulators p, the number of

links n, reaction jets or not, payload or not, and considering force/torque sensors at the

base of the manipulator or at the end-effector, the number of cases c to be considered

grows rapidly (c=16p xn). However, most cases are topologically similar and the space

of possible solutions can be reduced to a small number of similar cases called canonical

elements. The dynamic analysis is needed only for these elements and the results can be

applied to more general systems.

The approach taken here is to divide the system at each six-axis force/torque

sensor into subsystems. The subsystems are categorized by a small set of canonical

elements. The dynamics of the canonical elements are analyzed using Newton's method

to find intermediate forces and torques. Finally, the results are applied to the original

system to find the minimum number of sensors required to calculate the actual net joint

efforts (eliminating the effects of friction) and the actual thruster forces and reaction

wheel moments. Appendix B gives the details of this approach.

3.5 Application to the Control of Large Flexible Structures

The precise control of the space robots and the accurate estimation of rigid-body

and vibrational modes is important to the performance of the control algorithms presented

in this work. The block diagram of the general approach given in Figure 2.2 is

reproduced in Figure 3.2 to show the impact of limited sensing and actuation. In this

work, the space robots need to act as force sources. When there is imperfect actuation and

the force control effort degrades due to influences such as outside disturbances or limited

force control bandwidth, this enters the system in the upper dashed block shown in

Figure 3.2. One approach to mitigate these influences is to use the Space Base Sensor
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Control algorithm discussed in this chapter to control the robots so that they can act as

force sources to the flexible structure.

Actuation

Disturbances

Sensing
Errors

Figure 3.2. Block diagram shows the impact of limited sensing and actuation on

the general approach.
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CHAPTER

4
SIMULATION STUDIES

This chapter describes the simulation studies performed in Matlab and Simulink

to validate the control algorithm and predict its performance. Section 4.1 gives the choice

of parameters for the flexible structures and robots along with assumptions for the

simulations. The controllers are described in Section 4.2, and metrics to compare their

performance are proposed in Section 4.3. The specific cases studied are described in

Section 4.4. There, results are presented and the performance of the controllers evaluated.

Section 4.5 summarizes the conclusions of the results.

4.1 System Description

The simulation parameters are determined by analysis of potential future large on-

orbit structures such as telescopes and space solar power collectors. Future on-orbit

structures will be complex and built from flexible elements such as beams and other

components. This section explains the choice of parameters and the assumptions made.

4.1.1 Flexible Element Specifications

Researchers have designed a prototypical on-orbit flexible beam for use in a large

space solar power collector [51][93][95][96]. Figure 4.1 shows this tensegrity structure,

and Table 4.1 gives its parameters. This beam is the basis of the simulation structures,

and parameters for the other structures used in simulation are derived in relation to it.
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Figure 4.1. Concept for large flexible on-orbit beam [93].

Table 4.1. Simulated flexible beam parameters [93].

Parameters Values

Length 200 [m]

Width 1 [m]

Height 1 [m]

Mass 600 [kg]

Axial inertia 2 x 106 [kg m2]

Young's modulus 0.156 [Gpa]

Lowest frequencies 0.18, 0.51, 1.01, 1.85, 2.90, 4.49, 7.48 [Hz]

Finite element models are created for the flexible structure simulations. The finite

element models have nodes with three or six displacements, leading to models with three

or six rigid-body degrees of freedom, respectively. For the three DOF cases, a beam has

transverse flexibility in the plane, transverse flexibility in the orthogonal direction, and

axial flexibility. (Torsion is neglected since deflections due to torsion are small when

compared to transverse flexibility. For example, a force of 20 Newtons applied to the

structure described in Table 4.1 causes a 25 centimeter deflection for a simply supported

structure, while applying that same force in torsion at the outer edge to create a torque of

14.14 Newton-meters causes only a deflection of 7x10-5 radians or 5x10-3 centimeters at

the edge. Displacements due to axial compression result in similarly small values.) When

multiple flexible elements are combined together to make more complex three-

dimensional structures, six displacements per finite element node are used.
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4.1.2 Robot Parameters

The parameters for the simulated robots that can transport and maneuver these

large flexible structures are estimated from analysis of current space robots and space

satellites, such as the Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS), ETS-VII, and

Orbital Express, and projections of future space robot capabilities [35][42][66][72][78].

Huge robots are needed to construct structures that are kilometers across. Robots capable

of doing these assembly and transportation tasks are beyond the scope of anything

designed to date and the composition of future space robots is a challenge for designers.

The workspace of the robots must enable significant motion. For maximum versatility, it

is assumed that the space robots have at least two manipulators. The manipulators motors

must manipulate and control the large flexible elements described earlier. The spacecraft

must support the robot infrastructure including fuel, power supplies, electronics,

communications, etc., while minimizing mass to reduce the need for propellant. Finally,

the system needs thrusters capable of fine motions for attitude control, but also large

enough to perform the transportation maneuvers required for space structure construction.

These tradeoffs should be considered for the design of future space robots. For the

simulations presented here, Table 4.2 gives the estimated robot parameters.

Table 4.2. Simulated space robot parameters.

Parameters Values

Manipulators per robot 2

Links per manipulator 2

Manipulator reach 10 [m]

Spacing between manipulator bases 5 [m]

Total mass 600 [kg]

Maximum thrust (large motions) 400 [N]

Maximum thrust (attitude control) 25 [NJ
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4.1.3 Assumptions

The simulated transportation and assembly simulation cases ignore disturbances

from thermal warping, aerodynamic and gravity gradient effects. Relative positioning

information about the location of connection points where the structures are to be joined

is assumed to be available via on-board cameras or range sensors. Vibration modes are

provided from sensor fusion techniques combining on-board accelerometer data that

measure high temporal frequencies but low spatial distributions with low temporal high

spatial frequency camera or laser range finder data [3][4]. The robot links are assumed to

be rigid bodies. The simulated robots are assumed to be able to precisely provide the

forces needed. Simulations given in Appendix B demonstrate robotic techniques for

precise sensing and actuation despite joint friction and thruster nonlinearities.

4.2 Controllers

Two controllers are compared in the simulations. The first, a rigid-body

controller, translates and rotates the structures assuming the structures are rigid. The

second controller takes flexibility into account. The flexible controller actively requires

the robot and their manipulators to act as force sources to remove vibrations.

The controllers are found using Linear Quadratic techniques described in

Chapter 2. For the simulations, one trajectory is used and is calculated using cubic

splines. TheMf, Q, and R cost function matrices are chosen to be diagonal. The initial

values in these matrices are determined using Bryson's rule [13]:

Mf,,, = 1/maximum acceptable value of (xi (t ) - x,, )2

Qii= 1/maximum acceptable value of (xi - i)2

Ri = 1/maximum acceptable value of (u,) 2  (4.1)
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These initial values are adjusted to improve performance. The gains for rigid-body

translations and rotations are set to be effectively the same for the rigid-body controller

and the flexible controller. In the simulations, when the state vectors are scaled normalize

the modes (IDTM( = I), the gain matrices are also scaled by the software accordingly.

Once the gains are determined, the matrix Riccati equation is integrated

numerically to find the control gains along the trajectory. Control gains and control effort

are calculated by preprocessing in Matlab. The optimal rigid-body and flexible

controllers are designed to output zero forces after the assembly point is reached, because

they assume no errors or disturbances in the system. In a real system, there are

accumulated errors; a space system would not be left without control, so the simulations

switch to a PD controller when the optimal controllers finish to address accumulated or

continuing errors and disturbances. Issues of computational burden are beyond the scope

of this thesis.

4.3 Performance Metrics

The performance metrics for the controllers determine how well they remove

residual vibration and how much non-renewable thruster fuel they consume to perform a

maneuver. To perform final assembly, it is assumed that the manipulators use automatic

latch mechanisms that join the components together when they are brought within a

threshold needed by the mechanism design, here 10 centimeters. Hence, the residual

vibration is measured at assembly points, the endpoints for a flexible element or the

corners of a flexible frame or structure. The settling time t, is the time that it takes

transients to decay so that the amplitude of vibration is below a given value.

Another important metric is thruster propellant fuel usage. As much as possible of

the vibration damping contribution should come from the manipulators, as the thruster
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fuel is a non-renewable resource. If the assembly robots did not have manipulators, all

damping effort would have to be provided by the thrusters. Using manipulators for

vibration damping has been shown to substantially reduce the amount of thruster

propellant required [38, 69]. The actuation effort is calculated from the integral of the net

forces applied to the structure. The net impulse Ine, is defined as:

Ine, =f llF dt (4.2)

where F is the applied force. The higher frequency components of this effort and much

of the damping effort can come from the manipulators, but the thrusters must provide the

net external forces to transport a structure across a distance.

For the assembly cases, there is no transportation and the thruster forces are

smaller. The thrusters could be used for active damping to remove structural vibrations

during assembly, but most likely will be turned off in order to conserve fuel. For the

assembly simulation cases, the thrusters are not used and the robots apply all forces with

their end-effectors while operating in free-floating mode.

4.4 Cases Studied

The simulations explore tasks necessary for the on-orbit construction of a large

flexible structure such as a space telescope. The first simulation (Case A) shows the

assembly of two non-symmetric elements to form a support truss for the telescope (see

Figure 4.2). The flexible elements undergo large rotations. For the second simulation

(Case B), three robots create a large frame by maneuvering flexible elements and

performing fine assembly while avoiding collisions. Finally, for the third simulation

(Case C), the assembled frame structure is transported to be attached to the telescope.
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Figure 4.2. Assembly of a support structure for a space telescope. For these

figures, the scale is enlarged to make parts more visible.

The simulation results for the telescope truss assembly (Case A) demonstrate the

performance of the rigid-body controller and the flexible controller. The need for time-

varying systems is demonstrated and the effect of controller bandwidth on the

performance of the system is examined. The results for the frame assembly (Case B) and

the assembled frame transportation (Case C) simulations show a comparison of the rigid-

body and flexible controller performance.

4.4.1 Simulation Case A - Space Telescope Truss Assembly

The first task (Case A) is the assembly of a flexible truss element by three space

robots (see Figure 4.2). While being assembled, the flexible elements undergo large

displacements and rotations. Figure 4.3 shows a closer view of the assembly maneuver.

The structure on the left in the figure is a simple flexible structure. The flexible structure

on the right has already been joined with its crossbar sections so the system models are

not symmetric. For the case, the outermost transportation robots fire their thrusters to

bring the endpoints of the two structures close together. The assembly robot in the middle

holds both flexible structures and applies forces to bring the parts together.
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Figure 4.3. Details of assembly maneuver simulation.

The robots and structures in all of the drawings in this section are enlarged to

make them more visible. For example, Figure 4.4 shows a rendering drawn to scale; the

details of the robots and structures are barely visible.

Figure 4.4. Maya rendering of the assembly maneuver case. At scale, the details

are barely visible.
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The rigid-body model of the structure is given in state space. The flexible model

is constructed using finite elements, the cross bars are modeled as rigid masses, and the

robots are modeled as force sources. The trajectory for the motion of the flexible element

is calculated with a cubic spline fitting the initial and final positions and velocities.

Figure 4.5 shows the initial and final positions, along with the orientation of the inertial

coordinate system used in the simulation. Table 4.3 gives the parameters for this

simulation.

Inertial
Coordinate X End B Y Body-Fixed

X x System

Initial
Position End A

Initial

Body-Fixed Angle

Coordinate Initial

SSystem Position
Y x

Structure 1

End A 7 Structure2 End B

Final
Configuration

Figure 4.5. Initial and final positions for Case A.

Table 4.4 gives the rigid-body controller gain matrices Mf and R for the cost-

function Equation (2.13). This controller is designed to minimize residual vibration but

not vibration along the trajectory so the Q matrix is zero. Table 4.5 shows the gains for

the flexible controller. The translational and rotation gains are equivalent for the rigid-

body motion of the rigid-body and flexible controllers, but the flexible controller also

includes gains for the modal variables.
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Table 4.3. Assembly maneuver simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

Initial position (xyz) 81.91, 50, 0 [m]

Initial angle 35 [deg]

Final position 158.28, 50, 0 [m]

Structure 1 Final angle 82.5 [deg]

Length 200 [m]

Mass 600 [kg]

Lowest frequencies 0.18, 0.51, 1.01, 1.85 [Hz]

Iniital position (xyz) 250.15, 37.27, 0 [m]

Initial angle -44.5 [deg]

Final position 184.38, 50, 0 [m]

Final angle -82.5 [deg]

Structure 2 Length 200 [m]
Total mass 650 [kg]

Mass top piece 20 [kg]

Mass middle cross bar 10 [kg]

Mass bottom cross bar 20 [kg]

Lowest frequencies 0.14, 0.42, 0.81, 1.58 [Hz]

Transportation time 30 [sec]

Number of flexible modes 4

Modal damping ratio 0.01

Table 4.4. Rigid-body controller cost matrix gains for assembly maneuver.

Parameters Values

Translational position 4.0e+03 [l/m 2]

Mf Translational velocity 4.0e+04 [s2/m 2]

Angular position 4.0e+05 [l/rad 2]

Angular velocity 4.0e+05 [l/rad2]

R Actuation effort 4.0e-06 [1/N 2s]

Table 4.5. Flexible controller cost matrix gainsfor assembly maneuver.

Parameters Values

Translational position 4.0e+03 [1/m 2]

Translational velocity 4.0e+04 [s2/m ]

Mf Angular position 4.0e+05 [1/rad 2]

Angular velocity 4.0e+05 [1/rad' ]

Modal position 4.0e+01

Modal velocity 4.0e+01 [s ]

R Actuation effort 4.0e-06 [1/N2s]
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4.4.2 Simulation Case A - Space Telescope Truss Assembly Results

Figure 4.6 shows the angular position of both structures for the space telescope

truss assembly (Case A). A rigid-body controller is used for this figure and applied to a

rigid-body model and a flexible model. The figure shows that the gross trajectory is

followed well by both models and demonstrates the basic quality of the rigid-body

controller. At this scale no details of the vibration are apparent.

Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the magnitude of the gap between the structures at

the top and bottom of the assembly, respectively. Figure 4.9 shows a closer view of the

information in Figure 4.8. For the first 30 seconds the structures are moved together, then

the assembly point is reached and the robots attempt to perform assembly. The black

dotted line shows the rigid-body controller applied to a rigid-body model. It shows that

the controller brings the latching points together within the tolerance almost immediately

at the beginning of the assembly period. The gray dashed line shows the same rigid-body

controller applied to a flexible model. The disruptive effects of the vibration cause the

controller to take much longer (until 38 seconds) to bring the structures within the

tolerance, and still the structures continue to ring after that point. While the rigid-body

controller achieves its objectives for rigid-body models, the rigid-body controller applied

to a flexible model induces substantial residual vibration. Clearly, vibration control is

needed to perform this assembly task.

100 -20

At large scale, rigid-body
C and f lexble results are At large scale, rigid-body

CM similar
i R - and flebable results areereliar

6 60 -60
2 2

& 40 " -80

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
time [sec] time [sec]

(a) (b)

Figure 4.6. Rotational angles versus time with rigid-body controller for assembly

maneuver simulation (Case A): (a) Structure 1; (b) Structure 2.
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Figure 4.7. Magnitude of position error at top of assembly with rigid-body

controller for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A).
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Figure 4.8. Magnitude of position error at bottom of assembly with rigid-body

controller for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A). Detail of area close to

latching tolerance is shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9. Detail of magnitude of position error at bottom of assembly with

rigid-body controller for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A).

Next, the flexible controller applied to a flexible model is compared with rigid-

body results. Figure 4.10 shows the position error at the top of the structure and
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Figure 4.11 shows the same information magnified. Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 show the

gap and the magnified gap at the bottom of the structures. The gray dashed line is again

the rigid-body controller applied to a flexible model, while the solid black line shows the

controller designed for a flexible model applied to a flexible model. The flexible

controller's objective is to remove residual vibration and it does not try to minimize

vibrations along the trajectory. The flexible controller reduces the gap to a small distance

almost immediately at the desired assembly time, while rigid-body controller applied to

flexible model does not reduce the gap to below 0.1 meters until 38 seconds have passed

(8 seconds into assembly time).

- 15 Structures At assembly_.15 Structures

- , moved together position

Rigid-body controller

.10 applied to flexible model

U) Flexible

c L controller applied

5 ~ to flexible model

0

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

time [sec]

Figure 4.10. Magnitude of position error at top of assembly with flexible models

for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A). Detail of area close to latching

tolerance is shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11. Detail of magnitude of position error at top of assembly with

flexible models for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A).
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Figure 4.12. Magnitude of position error at bottom of assembly with flexible

models for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A). Detail of area close to

latching tolerance is shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.13. Detail of magnitude of position error at bottom of assembly with

flexible models for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A).

Figure 4.14 shows the applied forces in the body-fixed x direction and

Figure 4.15 shows the body-fixed y direction forces for the rigid-body and flexible

controllers. The optimal control forces for the given trajectory are shown as dashed lines

for the rigid-body. The optimal rigid-body controller is unable to complete the task at the

assembly time of 30 seconds, so the PD controller removes the remaining residual

vibrations. Most of the vibration is in the body-fixed y direction. The forces for the

flexible controller (the solid line) take into account vibrations along the trajectory and

hence oscillate about the rigid-body trajectory. Little control effort is needed after the

assembly time. A higher performance controller such as optimal LQR regulator could be

used instead of the PD controller at the end. Nonetheless, a second controller is required
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to remove vibration for the rigid-body controller, while the optimal flexible controller

essentially only needs station keeping after the desired assembly point.
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Figure 4.14. Endforces in body-fixedx direction for rigid-body and flexible

controllers with flexible plant model for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A).
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Figure 4.15. End forces in body-fixed y direction for rigid-body and flexible

controllers with flexible plant model for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A).

Figure4.16 and Figure4.17 show the time integral forces (the net impulse)

applied by robot 1 and robot 3. The forces applied by these robots are generated by their

thrusters, so the net impulse is proportional to fuel use. Both controllers use similar

amounts of fuel along the trajectory, but the rigid-body controller requires more fuel to

complete the task.
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Figure 4.16. Net impulse applied by robot thrusters at end A (bottom) of

structure I for rigid-body and flexible controllers with flexible plant model for

assembly maneuver simulation (Case A). The net impulse is proportional to

thruster fuel use.
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Figure 4.17. Net impulse applied by robot thrusters at end B (bottom) of

structure 2for rigid-body and flexible controllers with flexible plant model for

assembly maneuver simulation (Case A).

4.4.3 Time-Varying System Results

For the optimal controllers used in the approach in this thesis, a time-varying

linearized model of the system is created. However, the space systems undergo large

translations and rotations, and linearizing the system about a single equilibrium point

introduces significant errors. The approach taken in this thesis to solve this problem is to

linearize about a time-varying trajectory. The flexible controller is used to demonstrate

the benefit of using time-varying systems. The PD controller is not used in this case to

emphasize the difference between the time-varying and time-invariant controllers.

For the system studied in the truss assembly (Case A), the structures rotate

approximately 40 degrees. Figure 4.18 shows the position in the inertial Y direction at
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the top end of the structure on the left. The dotted line is the linearized time-invariant

system, and the solid line shows the linearized time-varying system. The desired final

point is at about 145 meters. The time-invariant system accumulates significant error,

while the time-varying system continually adjusts for the changes in angle and is able to

follow the trajectory quite closely. Figure 4.19 shows the magnitude of the position error

at the top of the structures. The time-invariant system accumulates such a large error that

effective control is not possible. Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 show the forces applied to

the structure at the same point as Figure 4.18. The time-varying approach in these results

substantially improves performance.
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Figure 4.18. Inertial Y direction position of structure 1 at end B with flexible

controller for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A).
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Figure 4.19. Magnitude of position error at top of assembly with flexible

controller for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A).
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Figure 4.20. Body-fixed x direction applied forces at end B of structure I with

flexible controller for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A).
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Figure 4.21. Body-fixed y directionforces at end B of structure I withflexible

controllerfor assembly maneuver simulation (Case A).

4.4.4 Controller Bandwidth Results

A key requirement of the method proposed in this thesis is that the robot control

systems have much higher frequency response than the dominant natural frequencies of

the structures or higher frequencies of the optimal control forces and are therefore the

robots are able to act as accurate force sources. Simulations are used to quantify this

frequency separation. A first order low-pass filter models diminished bandwidth in the

robot controller. The flexible controllers for Case A with varying bandwidths of ten,

twenty and one thousand times the frequency of the highest mode to be controlled of the

structure are compared. Figure 4.22 shows that the motions for all cases are similar in the

large scale, and Figure 4.23 shows a closer view of the area within the latching tolerance.

When the bandwidth is at least one thousand times the highest mode frequency, the

controller performs well. At twenty times the highest mode frequency, the performance is
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not quite as good but is still acceptable. When the bandwidth has dropped to ten times the

highest mode frequency the controller has oscillations that cause it to initially exceed the

latching tolerance.

Figure 4.24 shows the forces applied in the body-fixed y direction; these forces

are magnified in Figure 4.25. The controller with bandwidth twenty times the highest

mode frequency is not able to make the sharp transition at 30 seconds and lags the ideal

controller, but is still able to achieve acceptable performance. However, the controller

with bandwidth ten times the highest mode frequency does not track the desired force

trajectory well. Based on these simulations, a bandwidth of somewhat less than twenty

times the frequency to be controlled should be sufficient to allow the robots to act as

force sources.
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Figure 4.22. Magnitude of position error at top of assembly for flexible
controllers with varying bandwidths for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A).
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Figure 4.23. Detail of magnitude of position error at top of assembly for flexible
controllers with varying bandwidths for assembly maneuver simulation (Case A).
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Figure 4.24. Body-fixed y direction force at end A of structure I for flexible

controllers with varying bandwidth for Case A. Detail shown in Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.25. Detail of body-fixed y direction force at end A of structure 1 for

flexible controllers with varying bandwidth for Case A.

4.4.5 Simulation Case B - Frame Assembly

Figure 4.26 shows three robots building a structural frame to become part of the

telescope dish (Case B). These robots need to bring the endpoints of the flexible

structures together without inducing large vibrations or causing collisions. The robots

also need to perform this motion within a limited time.

Table 4.6 gives the parameters for this case. Note that the objective of bringing

the endpoints of multiple structures together is more important than the absolute values of

the final position parameters.

Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 give the cost function gains for the rigid-body and

flexible controllers. Again for this case, the controller minimizes residual vibration but

not vibration along the trajectory, so the Q matrix is zero.
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Figure 4.26. Flexible frame assembly simulation. Objects are not drawn to scale.

Table 4.6. Flexible frame assembly simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

Initial position (xyz) -3.55, -10.10, 0 [m]

Initial angle 3 [deg]

Final position 0, 0, 0 [m]

Structure 1 Final angle 0 [deg]

Length 150 [m]

Mass 450 [kg]

Lowest frequencies 0.33, .91,1.79,3.29 [Hz]

Initial position (xyz) 5.07, 65.24, 0 [m]

Initial angle 139 [deg]

Final position 0, 56.25, 0 [m]

Structure 2 Final angle 143 [deg]

Length 187.5 [m]

Mass 562.5 [kg]

Lowest frequencies 0.21, 0.59, 1.15, 2.10 [Hz]

Initial position (xyz) -78.70, 54.73, O0 [m]

Initial angle 263 [deg]

Final position -75, 56.25, O0 [m]

Structure 3 Final angle 270 [deg]

Length 112.5 [m]

Mass 337.5 [kg]

Lowest frequencies 0.58, 1.62, 3.19, 5.84 [Hz]

Assembly time 15 [sec]

Number of flexible modes 4

Modal damping ratio 0.01
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Table 4.7. Rigid-body controller cost matrix gains forflexible frame assembly.

Parameters Values

Translational position 4.0e+03 [1/mrn2 ]

Translational velocity 4.0e+04 [S2/m
2
]

Angular position 4.0e+05 [1/rad2]

Angular velocity 4.0e+06 [sZ/rad 2
]

R Actuation effort 4.0e-06 [1/N 2s]

Table 4.8. Flexible controller cost matrix gains for flexible frame assembly.

Parameters Values

Translational position 4.0e+03 [ 1/m2]
Translational velocity 4.0e+04 [s2/m2 ]

Mf Angular position 4.0e+05 [1/rad2]
Angular velocity 4.0e+06 [1/rad2]

Modal position 4.0e+01

Modal velocity 4.0e+01 [s2]

R Actuation effort 4.0e-06 [1/N 2s]

4.4.6 Simulation Case B - Frame Assembly Results

This section gives the results for the flexible frame assembly simulation (Case B).

Figure 4.27 shows the magnitude of the position error between structures 1 and 2.

Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29 show the position errors for the other gaps between

structures. Figure 4.30, Figure 4.31, and Figure 4.32 show the same information

magnified to show the detail inside the latching tolerance. For these figures, the gray

dashed line is the rigid-body controller applied to the flexible model, and the solid black

line is the flexible controller applied to the flexible model. The flexible structures are

brought together over the first fifteen seconds. In all cases the flexible controller is able to

remove the residual vibration by that point. Consequently, the settling time the flexible

controller needs to keep the endpoints within the latching tolerance is substantially less

than the additional eight seconds the rigid-body controller requires.
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Figure 4.27. Magnitude of position error between structures I and 2for flexible

models for flexible frame assembly simulation (Case B).
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Figure 4.28. Magnitude of position error between structures 2 and 3for flexible

models for flexible frame assembly simulation (Case B).
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Figure 4.29. Magnitude ofposition error between structures 3 and I for flexible

models for flexible frame assembly simulation (Case B).
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Figure 4.30. Detail of magnitude of position error between structures 1 and 2for

flexible models for flexible frame assembly simulation (Case B).
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Figure 4.31. Detail of magnitude of position error between structures 2 and 3for

flexible models for flexible frame assembly simulation (Case B).
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Figure 4.32. Detail of magnitude of position error between structures 3 and I for

flexible models for flexible frame assembly simulation (Case B)

The forces at either end of the first structure are shown in Figure 4.33,

Figure 4.34, Figure 4.35, and Figure 4.36. The structure is essentially rigid in the body-

fixed x direction so there is little difference between controllers in Figure 4.33 and

Figure 4.35. In the body-fixed y direction, the rigid-body controller must apply

substantial forces to remove the residual vibration. Fuel use for both controllers is

assumed to be equal (zero) because all forces are applied by manipulators with the

thrusters turned off.
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Figure 4.33. Forces in body-fixed x direction at end A of structure 1 for Case B.
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Figure 4.34. Forces in body-fixed y direction at end A of structure I for Case B.
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Figure 4.35. Forces in body-fixed x direction at end B of structure I for Case B.
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Figure 4.36. Forces in body-fixed y direction at end B of structure 1 for Case B.
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4.4.7 Simulation Case C - Assembled Frame Transportation

For the third simulation (Case C), three robots transport the assembled frame to

the space telescope (see Figure 4.37). Table 4.9 gives the parameters. For this case, the

robots move and rotate the structure along a three-dimensional trajectory, as illustrated in

Figure 4.38. Table 4.10 and Table 4.11 give the values for the controller gain matrices.

The controller minimizes residual vibration but not vibration along the trajectory, so the

Q matrix is zero.

Telescope
Dish

Telescope
Assembly

Flexible
Frame 

y

x

Transportation Inertial Coordinate

Robots System

Figure 4.37. Simulation of transportation offlexible frame to the telescope.

Helical Motion

Robot 3

Component 2 Robot 2

Component 3

y z 
Rotation

Component 1

Robot 1

Figure 4.38. Structures from Case B assembled toformflexibleframe Case C.
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Table 4.9. Flexible frame transportation simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

Initial position (center of mass) -18.75, 37.5, O0 [mn]

Initial angle 0 [deg]

Final position (center of mass) -18.75, 37.5, 400 [m]

Final angle 540 [deg]

Total mass 1350 [kg]

Assembly time 60 [sec]

Number of flexible modes 10

Modal damping ratio 0.01

0.18, 0.19, 0.25, 0.26, 0.45,

0.46, 0.54, 0.55, 0.80, 0.81 [Hz]

Table 4.10. Rigid-body controller cost matrix gains for flexible frame transportation.

Parameters Values

Translational position 4.0e+04 [1/m 2]

Mf Translational velocity 4.0e+05 [s2
/m

2]

Angular position 4.0e+05 [1/rad2]
Angular velocity 4.0e+06 [s /rad2]

R Actuation effort 4.0e-06 [1/N s]

Table 4.11. Flexible controller cost matrix gains for flexible frame transportation.

Parameters Values

Translational position 4.0e+04 [1/m 2]

Translational velocity 4.0e+05 [s2 mrn2]

Mf Angular position 4.0e+05 [1/rad2 ]

Angular velocity 4.0e+06 [1/rad2]

Modal position 4.0e+02

Modal velocity 4.0e+03 [s2]

R Actuation effort 4.0e-06 [I/N2s]

4.4.8 Simulation Case C - Assembled Frame Transportation Results

The flexible frame transportation simulation (Case C) demonstrates the

performance of the controller on a three-dimensional system. The structure rotates 540

degrees about the z axis while translating 400 meters in a helical motion. Figure 4.39

shows the angular position of the structure for a rigid-body controller applied to the

flexible model and the flexible controller applied to the same model. The large rotational
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motions of the system are essentially the same. Figure 4.40 shows the angular error

versus time. The rigid-body controller (gray dashed curve) has a larger error than the

flexible controller (solid black curve), but it is still less than a degree at its largest.

600

500 Rigid-body and

400 flexible results are

S300 almost identical
-0300-

200 -

100

0 20 40 60 80 100
time [sec]

Figure 4.39. Angular position for frame transportation simulation (Case C).
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0

-0.5
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Figure 4.40. Angular position errorfor Case C.

Figure 4.41 shows the body-fixed z position of the structure at the corner held by

robot 1 for both controllers. On a large scale, again the motions for both controllers look

similar. However, if the position error is examined, the difference between the flexible

and rigid-body controllers is apparent. Figure 4.42, Figure 4.43, and Figure 4.44 show the

z position errors at the corners held by robots 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The rigid-body

controller does not control the flexibility well, and the system vibrates. The flexible

controller is designed to remove residual vibration, and while it permits flexing during

transportation, the controller has removed almost all of the vibration when the structure

reaches its destination at 60 seconds.
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The body-fixed x and y direction forces at robot 1 are shown in Figure 4.45,

Figure 4.46, while Figure 4.47 shows the net torque applied by all the robots to the

structure. Figure 4.48 shows the forces in the body-fixed z direction. These figures are

plotted in a coordinate frame attached to the structure, initially aligned with the inertial

coordinate system. The system is not symmetric in geometry or mass distribution, so the

x and y forces show the effort to rotate the structure while keeping the center of mass

fixed in the inertial xy plane. Figure 4.47 demonstrates that the net force required to

rotate the structure by all the robots is minimal along the angular trajectory given in

Figure 4.39. The force plots also show that disturbances from system vibrations require a

small amount of effort in the z direction after the destination is reach for the flexible

controller, but almost none in the x and y directions. The rigid-body controller requires

much more effort to remove the vibrations at the destination point, and thus the rigid-

body controller requires more thruster fuel to apply the forces (see Figure 4.49). The first

phase in Figure 4.49 shows the need for fuel to accelerate the structure. During

transportation, little additional fuel is required. Then the robots use their thrusters to bring

the structure to a stop. Finally, additional effort is required to remove any position errors

and residual vibration.

E 500

400-
o Rigid-body and

o 300 flexible results are

almost identical
r 200

F0 100-
0

00 20 40 60 80 100

time [sec]

Figure 4.41. Robot 1 z position for frame transportation simulation (Case C).
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Figure 4.42. Robot 1 z position error, frame transportation simulation (Case C).
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Figure 4.43. Robot 2 z position error, frame transportation simulation (Case C).
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Figure 4.44. Robot 3 z position error, frame transportation simulation (Case C).
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Figure 4.45. End forces in body-fixed x direction applied by robot 1 for frame

transportation simulation (Case C).
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Figure 4.46. End forces in body-fixed y direction applied by robot 1 for frame

transportation simulation (Case C).
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Figure 4.47. Net torque applied by all robots for Case C.
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Figure 4.48. End forces in z direction applied by robot 1 for Case C.
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Figure 4.49. Net impulse applied by robot I for Case C.
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4.5 Simulation Conclusions

The simulation results show the need for vibration control when manipulating

large flexible structures on orbit. For assembly and transportation tasks, the

straightforward choice of a controller designed without consideration of flexibility results

in a controller unable to meet its objectives. The space structures are too large and too

flexible to manipulate without accounting for flexibility. However, a controller designed

for flexible control using the approach presented in this thesis is easily able to perform

the desired operations while removing residual vibration. The method works for

trajectory vibration minimization as well. The use of time-varying systems in the

formulation allows the systems to undergo large translations and rotations while

permitting the use of linear optimal control techniques. Simulations of the degrading

effects of limited controller bandwidth show that a controller bandwidth about twenty

times that of the highest modes to be controlled is sufficient to permit the separation of

the robotic control from the space structure control.
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CHAPTER

5
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

This chapter presents experimental studies of the assembly of flexible structures

by space robots. The purpose of the program is to verify and evaluate the performance for

physical systems. Section 5.1 describes the experimental setup including the testbeds, the

robots and the flexible structures. See Appendix C for additional details about the

hardware and a discussion of the systems' limitations. Section 5.2 discusses the

controllers used and Section 5.3 presents the cases studied. Section 5.4 gives the metrics

used for comparison. The results here support the simulation result that separation of the

robot controller bandwidth from the highest structural modal frequencies is needed for

optimal control. The results are given in Section 5.5 and are summarized in Section 5.6.

5.1 Experimental Description

Experiments are performed using the MIT Field and Space Robotics Lab (FSRL)

Free-Flying Robotics Testbed (FFRT) (see Figure 5.1) [3][4][7]. The testbed has been

used for previous experiments, including the transportation of flexible linear elements

using a decoupled controller developed by Yoshiyuki Ishijima [38][68][69]. That

experiment showed that the Ishijima controller reduces fuel consumption over thruster

based methods by controlling large motions with thrusters while damping vibrations with

the manipulator arms.
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Another view of the robots is shown in Figure 5.2. The testbed consists of a team

of space robots floating on a 1.3 meter by 2.2 meter granite table with a polished surface

[22][23][48][75]. The table is finely leveled to enable the gas bearing supported robots

and structural elements to simulate working in a microgravity environment.

Each robot has a full set of reaction jet thrusters and fully instrumented

manipulators including force/torque sensors mounted between each manipulator and the

robot. The robots are self-contained with their own on-board electronics, computers and

power supplies. The structural elements used in the experiments are relatively large and

flexible. The motions of the robot/structural systems are measured by distributed

accelerometers.

Figure 5.1. The MIT FSRL Free-Flying Robotics Test Bed (FFRT) [photo by

Masahiro Ono].

Figure 5.2. Experimental robots with flexible structure.
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5.1.1 Experimental Robots

Each experimental space robot is equipped with two manipulators, eight thrusters,

two position sensors, four manipulator joint angle encoders, and two force/torque sensors

(see Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4). The robots have seven DOF in total (two DOF

translation, one DOF rotation, and four DOF for the manipulator joints), all of which are

controllable and observable. The robots can operate in free-flying mode (thrusters on) or

free-floating mode (thrusters off). The robots are designed to emulate the dynamics of

robots on orbit. The spacecraft base is light weight in relation to the manipulators and to

the loads they carry. Motion of the manipulators significantly perturbs the motions of the

base as is found in orbital robots. The robots are completely self-contained thus

eliminating the need for tethers that could affect the dynamics of the system.

Figure 5.3. Experimental space robot [with Masahiro Ono].
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Thruster

Figure 5.4. Underside of experimental space robot.

The robot electronics consist of an on-board PC104 computer, wireless LAN, a

CAN peripheral board, the CANBus (twisted pair wires), and the interface electronic

circuit boards. The software for the simulations and the experimental system is written

with Matlab xPC and Simulink.

Figure 5.5 shows a schematic diagram of an experimental robot. The figure shows

the local and inertial coordinate systems. The local coordinate system for each robot has

its x axis aligned with the robot's axis of symmetry. Joint 0 is the location of the

force/torque sensor. Joint 0 and Link 0 are fixed to the base; Joint 1 is the first movable

joint. Note that the center of mass of the spacecraft base is not on the axis of symmetry

due to electronics and battery placement.
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Figure 5.5. System description for experimental robot.

5.1.2 Flexible Elements

Experimental flexible elements are representative of flexible orbital structural

modules. The experimental flexible elements are desired to have similar low natural

frequencies and low damping ratios (like the orbital modules) to evaluate the flexible

assembly control algorithms [34]. The experimental system's vibration amplitudes are

relatively large to make the differences between algorithms visible. However, designing a

flexible element that meets all these requirements is challenging, and compromises must

be made (see Appendix C for details).

For the experiments presented here, the flexible element used is a simple

aluminum beam, 1.22 meters long and 0.80 mm thick, shown in Figure 5.1. The beam's

lowest natural frequency is 2.8 Hertz and has a damping ratio of 0.15. The beam is

supported by and pin-jointed to the end-effectors of the robots' manipulators.

Accelerometers mounted on the beam measure its vibration and provide the vibration

states needed by the flexible algorithms (see Figure 5.1).
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5.2 Experimental Control

For the fine-assembly maneuvers, two control methods for maneuvering the

flexible structures are compared. In the No Vibration Control method, the robots use their

manipulators to maneuver the structures using a proportional and derivative controller

(PD) without consideration of flexibility in the system. The thrusters are not used for this

controller. In the Vibration Control method, the robots use their manipulators to

maneuver the structures and also use the manipulators to control vibrations. The thrusters

are not used.

The assembly controller used for the experiments is shown in Figure 5.6. Due to

limitations on the robots' force/torque sensors and due to robot actuation challenges such

as limited control bandwidth, the experimental robot force controller is unable to follow

the force trajectory called for by the ideal approach shown in the controller block diagram

in Figure 2.2. Simulations in Section 4.4.4 showed that controller bandwidth twenty times

the frequency of the highest mode of the structure to be controlled is sufficient. However,

due to robot communication system delays and design constraints on the flexible

structure, this separation is not achieved for this hardware. The limitations of the

experimental system are discussed in more detail in Appendix C.

For the experiments, a practical approach is taken in the face of the challenges of

limited sensing and actuation, and the vibration controller used for the experiments

follows a reduced version of the generalized framework. This approach resembles the

controller used for flexible element transportation cases using a vibration controller and a

compliance controller [68][69]. However, unlike the transportation case, for assembly the

robots use their manipulators both to apply forces to the structures to move them and to

reduce structural vibration. Also, the thrusters were used for rigid-body motions during

transportation. As seen in Figure 5.6, the flexible structure controller determines the

forces to apply in reaction to the vibration of the flexible structures.
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Figure 5.6. Experimental assembly controller.

The vibration is controlled with an LQR state feedback controller:

FA = K riM (5.1)

FB,

where FA and FB are the components of the forces applied to the structural element in

the direction of bending and FA and FB are the measured manipulator forces and contain

measurement error and noise. A Kalman filter obtains qm and qm, the estimated modal

coordinates [11]. Only the first mode of vibration is controlled in this experiment due to

the limitations of the controller bandwidth and because the first mode is dominant for the

experimental structures. The optimal LQR gain Klqr is found by solving the infinite

horizon Riccati equation (unlike the general solution, the time-varying matrix Equations

(2.19) and (2.20) do not need to be integrated for this controller) [10]. Note also that the

LQR controller state does not contain the rigid body modes of the structure, so the

vibration controller does not control the rigid body motion of the structural elements.
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The rigid body motions of the structures are controlled by the manipulator

compliance controller. The robots are commanded to bring the manipulators together.

The manipulator compliance controller also makes the experimental system more robust

to assembly errors and noise. The manipulator compliance controller is a simple PD

controller for the manipulator's end effector.

5.3 Experiments

For parallel assembly, two robots support the ends of two flexible elements as

illustrated in Figure 5.7. The objective is to bring both sets of endpoints of the flexible

structures together in a fine-assembly maneuver, close enough to allow the pieces to be

attached. On orbit it is expected that an automatic latching system would fasten the

flexible elements together once they are in close proximity. The figure shows the initial

configuration and the location of the inertial coordinate system.

Assembly Flexible
Robot 1 Structure 1A Assembly

EndA End B Robot2

End B End A

Flexible
Structure 1B Granite Table i

Figure 5. 7. Parallel assembly maneuver.

The robots must maneuver the two flexible elements so that they do not collide

with each other as they flex. Also, the robots must not permit any end-effector to collide
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with a flexible structure or another end-effector. The robots do not undergo large

translations so they do not use their thrusters. When turned on to maintain nominal

attitude control, the thrusters were found to contribute to the damping of the system, but

were also found to use significant fuel. Since conservation of limited propellant is an

objective of the method the thrusters were turned off for the assembly experiments.

Figure 5.8 shows a photograph of the experiment.

Figure 5.8. Photograph of parallel assembly maneuver.

5.4 Experimental Performance Metrics

The performance of the experimental control methods are compared using metrics

measuring the ability of the controller to remove vibration, and whether the controller is

able to perform its required task. Three criteria are considered: damping ration, settling

time, and success in assembly latching.
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The damping ratio, which captures the ability of the controller to eliminate

vibration, is determined from the first mode of vibration of the flexible structure. The

time-series vibration amplitude data is obtained from the Kalman filter. The damping

ratio zeta ( is determined assuming the system is a second order oscillatory system with

an exponential envelope of the form:

x(t) = X exp(-o t) sin(1- 2 , + ) (5.2)

In this equation t is time, x is the vibration amplitude, X is the amplitude constant, (w

is the natural frequency of vibration and 0 is the phase angle. Using the logarithmic

decrement method, the damping ratio is found from the natural log of the ratio of the first

peak x, to the nth peak x, :

1
= ln(x / x,) (5.3)

The second criterion is the settling time, ts , that measures the ability of the controller to

remove vibrations. The settling time is the time that it takes transients to decay so the

amplitude of vibration is always below a given threshold. The experimental data is noisy

so the settling time uses a five percent criteria, t, (5%) = 3/ ,n .

Finally, the third criterion is success in latching the assembly. For assembly cases, even if

the controller uses little fuel and removes vibration quickly, it is not successful unless it is

able to perform the assembly operation. For the experimental system, the latching

mechanism is simply a pair of magnets (see Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10). If the controller

brings the assemblies close together in the correct orientation, the magnets snap together

and latching takes place. To perform the assembly latching, the flexible structures must

be close at the latching point and have the correct orientation. When the orientation is

correct, the distance dx is zero. As latching takes place, the distance d, goes to zero. If
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the orientation is not correct it is possible for the magnets to be close together and not

latched (see Figure 5.11).

Flexible Latching Flexible structure
structure mechanism coordinate

(magnets) X sysrd tem

i dy !

- End-effector

Right
Manipulator

Left

Manipulator

Figure 5.9. Diagram of latching mechanism.

Figure 5.10. Photograph of latching mechanism.
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Figure 5.11. Mismpulator Malatching configuration.

Figure 5.11. Mismatched latching configuration.

5.5 Experimental Results

The difference in latching ability can be seen clearly in Figure 5.12 and

Figure 5.13. Figure 5.12 shows the relative x position (defined in Figure 5.9) for a

typical assembly experiment for the controller without vibration control, and Figure 5.13

shows the vibration controller result for the same case as Figure 5.18. For assembly

cases, the motion of the assembly operation excites enough vibrations to demonstrate the

difference in controllers, so the systems start at rest. For the first three seconds, the

structures are moved together. Then the structures are at the assembly point and the

robots attempt to latch the assembly pieces together. Both controllers bring the endpoints

close together, but the orientation is misaligned for the case without vibration control and

the assembly latching does not take place. The vibration controller is able to bring the

latching magnets within the one centimeter x distance needed to allow the latching to

take place at approximately four seconds into the maneuver. Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.16

show the y component for both controllers and Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.17 show the

same information magnified. Note that the latching tolerance in the y direction is

allowed to be larger than in the x direction.
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Figure 5.12. Relative x position at the latching point without vibration control for

the assembly experiment. Latching does not take place for this case.
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Figure 5.13. Relative x position at the latching point with vibration control for

the assembly experiment.
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Figure 5.14. Relative y position at the latching point without vibration control for

the assembly experiment. Latching does not take place for this case. See

Figure 5.15 for details.
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Figure 5.15. Detail of relative y position at the latching point without vibration

control for the assembly experiment.
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Figure 5.16. Relative y position at the latching point with vibration control for

the assembly experiment. Latching begins at about four seconds. See Figure 5.17

for details.
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Figure 5.17. Detail of relative y position at the latching point with vibration

control for the assembly experiment.

Figure 5.18 shows the first mode of vibration. The first row shows the results

without vibration control and the second row shows the vibration controller. The columns

show the results for structures lA and 1B (see Figure 5.7 for the experimental setup).

Figure 5.18 shows a typical case where the controller without vibration control is not able

to control the vibrations well enough to allow the assemblies to latch while the vibration

controller does achieve its objectives.
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Figure 5.18. First mode of vibration for the assembly experiment.

Figure 5.19 shows the damping ratio for the two controllers for the assembly

experiment. The boxes indicate the average while the bars are standard deviation.

Structure 1A is gray and structure 1B is white. The vibration controller is able to achieve

a higher damping ratio than the controller without vibration suppression. Figure 5.20

shows the settling time for the same case. The vibration controller has a shorter settling

time because it removes the vibration more quickly than the other controller. Because the

thrusters are turned off, both controllers consume no fuel for this experiment.
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Figure 5.20. Five percent settling time for two control methods for both flexible

structures for the assembly experiment (averaged over ten runs).

5.6 Summary

This chapter presented experimental validation of the large space structure

vibration controller. Due to limitations on the experimental system sensing and on system

bandwidth, the generalized control algorithm as described in Chapter 2 could not be

implemented on the experimental hardware. However, the vibration control during

assembly is demonstrated.

The robot's controller actively controls the vibration of the structure using the

space robots' manipulators while performing the fine assembly maneuver. The results
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show that algorithms that consider the effects of structural flexibility have significant

performance advantages over ones that do not. Although the algorithms did not include

many effects such as computation and sensor delays, the experimental results show no

apparent performance degradation from these unmodeled effects. The experimental

results suggest that the practical application of this algorithm is feasible.
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CHAPTER

6
CONCLUSIONS

This chapter describes the contributions made in this thesis for the on-orbit

construction of large flexible structures. It briefly summarizes the contributions chapter

by chapter. This chapter concludes with suggestions for future work.

6.1 Contributions of this Thesis

The key contribution of this thesis is to present a general solution for transporting,

manipulating and assembling large flexible nonlinear space structures on-orbit using

teams of space robots. The approach proposed here transforms the nonlinear system into

a set of time-varying linear equations. The structures are able to undergo large

displacements and rotations but can be controlled with linear optimal control methods.

The method decouples the control of the high-frequency robots from the control of the

low-frequency structures and defines the system requirements in terms of bandwidth

needed to achieve this. The method allows the robots to act as force sources and

effectively maneuver and assemble these large, flexible space structures while

minimizing vibration. The thesis also presents methods to mitigate the effects of limited

sensing and actuation.

Chapter 1 presented the motivation along with background and literature. Teams

of autonomous robots will be needed to construct very large space structures in orbit for

use as telescopes and space solar power collectors. These structures will be very
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lightweight and flexible. The robots must control vibrations while dealing with the

consequences of working in a space environment. However, the coordinated control of

teams of robots working in a space environment has not been well studied. The dynamic

interactions between the structures and robots make the on-orbit construction of flexible

structures a challenging problem.

Chapter 2 introduced a new control algorithm called Assembly Manipulation

Control. The control approach effectively decouples the control of the high-frequency

robots from the control of the low-frequency structures. Decoupling the control allows

the robots to serve as interactive force sources that apply forces to the structures and

control their dynamic interactions. This approach is possible because of the unique

dynamics of the application where the structures are much lower frequency than the

robots. The models for these systems are transformed into a set of time-varying linear

equations by linearizing about a nominal trajectory. Linear optimal control methods are

used to determine the forces needed to position the structures while minimizing their

vibration.

Chapter 3 examined limited sensing and actuation in space. Practical issues of

weight, complexity and reliability limit available sensing. Precise motion and force

control of robots' thrusters and manipulators is needed to effectively maneuver the

flexible space structures. These actuation efforts are subject to disturbances and corrupted

by nonlinearities such as Coulomb joint friction. For this thesis, a method called Space

Base Sensor Control has been developed to compensate for the nonlinear behavior, as

shown in Appendix B.

Chapter 4 gives detailed simulation results for a set of problems associated with

the construction of a large space telescope. The controller proposed here is compared

with other controllers. The simulated results demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed
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controller for transportation and assembly tasks. The simulations also show that robots

with limited bandwidth are still able to effectively control the flexible structures.

Chapter 5 described the experimental system and presented experimental results.

The experimental testbed includes robots that float on a layer of CO2 emulating two-

dimensional weightlessness. These robots maneuver flexible space structures. The

chapter presented experimental studies that demonstrate the method can be implemented

on a physical system and performs as expected.

6.2 Suggestions for Future Work

This thesis presented studies of large space structure construction with simulation

and experimental verification. Before this method could be used for space systems,

additional simulation studies of the planned space system and experimental prototyping

under the challenging situations expected would be needed.

Practical issues associated with the implementation of this method should be

addressed. The sensitivity of the method to noise and sensor error should be studied.

Additionally, the sensitivity of the method to errors in the rigid-body and flexible models

has not been examined.

Future work could investigate natural extensions to the method presented here

that are beyond the scope of this thesis. In particular, the area of optimal trajectory

planning for the transportation and maneuvering of large flexible space structures could

be expanded. The trajectories used in this thesis for simulation and experimental

verification were chosen so that they would be easy to calculate, meet the boundary

conditions, and be dynamically achievable. The trajectories are not optimized. With

optimal trajectories, improvements in fuel use and vibration reduction are expected. Since

the trajectories are directly related to the flexible structure accelerations, the proper
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choice of trajectory could also reduce the maximum and average accelerations the

structure sees. Lower accelerations are less likely to excite vibrations, and with lower

accelerations, the on-off reaction jets for the space robots are less likely to saturate.

Another area that merits further study is very large orbital transportation

maneuvers. The first stage of assembly of a large space structure could be done in Low

Earth Orbit (LEO) below 2,000 kilometers, and then the partially assembled structures

could be boosted to another orbit such as Medium Earth Orbit (MEO), somewhere

between LEO and Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) at about 36,000 kilometers. The

method presented in this thesis for transporting a flexible structure over a long distance is

expected to reduce fuel use and vibration when compared to conventional orbital transfer

methods. To demonstrate this, effects such as orbital mechanics and gravity gradients that

can be neglected for the short time spans studied in this thesis need to be included to

accurately model and predict the behavior of such a maneuver.

Assumptions that are made in this thesis could be relaxed and their effects on

performance studied. One assumption is that there are no communication delays between

the robots or between the robots and the sensors. Communication delays could be

modeled as lags in the actuation effort for the robots or as delayed information provided

to the Kalman filters for the estimators. Issues of computational burden could also be

examined.

Finally, the application for the method proposed in this thesis is the problem of

building flexible structures on orbit. However, there is nothing in the algorithm that

explicitly limits it to space systems. The method of decoupling the control of high-

frequency robots from low frequency flexible elements and manipulating those structures

by making the robots behave as force sources is more widely applicable. The method can

and should be studied with application to the robotic construction of flexible terrestrial

systems.
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APPENDIX

CONTROL SYSTEM PROPERTIES

This appendix examines control systems properties for the space systems used in

this thesis. In particular, Section A.1 reviews controllability and observability and the

looser properties of stabilizability and detectability for linear time-varying systems [1]. In

Section A.2, these properties are applied to time-varying flexible space systems and used

to examine stability in Section A.3. This appendix focuses on these properties as they

relate to systems studied in this thesis. The proof of stability for the general system is

usually demonstrated via the Lemma of Lyapunov and is not repeated here [1][10].

A.1 Controllability and Observability

For a time-varying system, the determination of stability requires solution of the

system and computation of controllability and observability gramians. The time-varying

system is written:

i(t) = A(t)x(t) +B(t)u(t) (A.1)

y'(t) = C(t)x(t)

where the dimension of A is nx n, the dimension of B is n x r, and C has dimensions

nxm. The state vector x has n elements, the control vector u has r elements, and the

output vector y' has m elements. Although the solution of Equation (A.1) may not be

determined analytically for all cases, it can be expressed in terms of the transition matrix
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'(t, t0). (The Y matrix notation is used for the transition matrix instead of the more

commonly used variable D to avoid confusion with the flexible modes shapes.) The

transition matrix is defined as the solution to the differential equation:

dY(t, r) = A(t)Y(t,-) (A.2)
dt

along with the mapping Y(-r,) = I for any r (I is the nxn identity matrix). A closed

form solution is available when the matrix A is constant or diagonal and for a few other

special cases. Otherwise the transition matrix can be found by numerical solution of

Equation (A.2) or by successive approximations.

Using the transition matrix, the solution to Equation (A.1) is found to provide a

mapping from the control vector u to the state vector x. The transformation from the

control vector to the state vector leads the to controllability gramian [1]:

G(t ,t1) = Tjo(t, z)B(r)B T (r) T (t , r)dr (A.3)

The time-varying system is completely controllable if the matrix G(to,tl) is positive

definite. Observability is determined from the observability gramian:

H(to,t ) = T (t , )C (z)C(r)T(tl ,r)dr (A.4)

As the dual of controllability, the system is completely observable if the matrix

H(to, t1 ) is positive definite.

To be stable under linear quadratic optimal control, a time-varying system must

be stabilizable. A system is completely stabilizable if all the uncontrollable modes are

asymptotically stable, or in other words, the modes that are not controlled stay bounded.

To be stable, the system must also be detectable. Detectability is the dual of

stabilizability, and requires that the unobservable modes be stable.
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A.2 Application to Large Flexible Space Systems

The large time-varying flexible space systems studied in this thesis were

examined for stabilizability and detectability. In general, no closed form solution exists.

However, for the simulated systems it is possible to evaluate the integrals numerically.

For the systems studied in earlier chapters, the controllability and observability gramians

are calculated and the systems are determined to be controllable and observable (and

hence stabilizable and detectable).

A.3 Stability

In this section, the effect of the optimal LQG control on the stability of the closed-

loop system is examined. For the problem of large space structure transportation and

assembly in this thesis, the optimal control problem is formulated as a tracking problem,

with a non-zero final state xdes and an optional trajectory R(t). This cost function is

repeated from Section 2.6:

J = [x(tf ) - Xdes ]TM [x(tf) - xde,

+~ f {[x(t) - (t)] T Q [(t)- (t)] + u(t) Ru(t)d (A.5)

When there is no trajectory and the final position is the origin, the problem becomes a

regulator problem with cost function:

J = ' x()T x(t) Qx(t)u(t)T Ru(t)}dt (A.6)

For the purposes of stability analysis, the regulator problem and the tracking

problem are equivalent, so the simpler regulator problem is studied. Provided the

conditions on stabilizability and detectability are met, the addition to the system of
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closed-loop control found from the solution of the Riccati equation allows the linear

quadratic system to have a phase margin PM 2 60' and a gain margin GM = oo [10].

In practice, exponential stability of the system is required, because asymptotic

stability leads to problems with robustness when there are errors in the system model

[25][87]. This is particularly true for systems with lightly damped structural modes such

as space structures. Increasing the performance demands on the rigid-body and lower

modes of the system can cause the influence to 'spill over' onto the higher modes, and

lead to instability.
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APPENDIX

B
LIMITED SENSING AND ACTUATION

COMPENSATION

This appendix discusses details of compensation for limited sensing and actuation

in space robots. Section B.1 gives the system description and assumptions. Space Base

Sensor Control (SBSC), described in Chapter 3, is an extension of Base Sensor Control

[8][58][60]. The method allows multi-actuator sensing with a reduced number of

actuators. Section B.2 describes SBSC in detail. This method is used to determine the

minimal number and best placement of sensors for a given robot [9]. Section B.3 presents

details of this theoretical development. Simulation results are given in Section B.4.

Configurations of one and two-manipulator space robots are examined, and the minimal

number of sensors shown. The results are summarized in Section B.5.

B.1 System Description and Assumptions

The systems studied are 3D free-flying space robots with multiple manipulators

(see Figure B.1). Each of the p manipulators has n links. It is assumed that there is a six-

axis force/torque sensor between each manipulator and its spacecraft. Manipulators are

assumed to have rotary joints, but the method developed here can be extended to

translational joints. It is assumed that the spacecraft and links are 3D rigid bodies (fuel

sloshing and flexible modes of the robot are not considered). The efforts of all the

thrusters are represented by a single force and moment applied at the center of mass of
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the spacecraft. Actuator forces and moments, friction at each joint, and reaction jet forces

are assumed unknown. Further, it is assumed that there are no additional external loads

acting on the system. Gravity gradient effects are neglected because they are small

compared to the other forces. For this study, quantities measured, including accelerations,

are assumed to be known exactly. If the manipulator is holding a payload, a firm grasp by

the end-effector is assumed.
Link n

Manip 
(1)

Manipulator 1 'IL ) fl)

pulators

IS "Force and

X torque applied
to spacecraft

Figure B. 1. System model with coordinates.

The sensors force/torque measurements are used to identify the net torque output

of the manipulator's actuators. The same measurements are used to identify spacecraft

thruster outputs. Other measured quantities are joint angles for each of the j manipulators

(q(J)), linear acceleration of the spacecraft ( v, = i, ), spacecraft orientation (0), angular

velocity of the spacecraft (to,), and angular acceleration of the spacecraft (o, ), as shown

in Figure B.2.
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Figure B.2. Actuation eort identi) ication (2)

Figure B.2. Actuation effort identification flowchart.

B.2 Space Base Sensor Control Method

The equations for linear momentum p, and angular momentum H, at the center

of mass of the spacecraft are:

PS = mv v (B.1)
H, = Ic~,

where I, is the spacecraft inertia tensor and m, is the spacecraft mass. From

conservation of momentum, the time derivative of the momentum is equal to the forces

and torques applied to the spacecraft:

Os =E
f ext

Hf= Y Tex t  (B.2)

Referring to Figure B.1, where f(j) are the forces and ITj) are the torques

measured by the sensors for the jth manipulator, the dynamics of the spacecraft can be
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written as a function of the forces and torques and the measured forces and torques

applied by the manipulators:

P

ms, =fs- foi)
j- 1 (B.3)

Is s +O x(Iss) = Ts - Z (T) + r(xf~))
j=1

where r() is a vector from the center of mass of the spacecraft to the jth sensor. To find

the forces and torques applied to the spacecraft, the terms are rearranged to yield:

p

f, = Zf)+ms,
j=1 

(B.4)

ts=J T +ri) xfx))+ s+o s s xI( + r 0 f + X(IsO,)
j=1

This can be rewritten to yield vectors of spacecraft forces and torques:

fs = A )(0) 0 - f (0, os') S s)

j 
(B.5)

j=1 0

with the A matrices given by:

A(i)(0) = [1 0]

A)(0) 0= [S 1] (B.6)

where 1 is the identity matrix and 0 is the zero matrix. The skew symmetric matrix Sa,b

denotes cross product, Sa,b f - r, x f where ra,b is a vector from point a to point b, and

S(j) is therefore the cross product matrix from the origin of the spacecraft to the origin of

the force/torque sensor for the jth manipulator.

In addition to the estimation of the forces and torques applied to the spacecraft,

the joint torques can be estimated. To calculate the applied joint torques, the dynamics of

the links in the manipulator are included in the formulation. Since the links all belong to

the same manipulator, the superscript j has been dropped to simplify the notation. Writing
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the relationship to find the forces f i and torques Tci at the center of mass of ith link in

the system yields:

m Zfex

t

fc = mi-ci =  
ic (B.7)

Tci Ii i  + Oi
X  (I oi)= Z e 

(B

The forces at the ith joint fi can be calculated (with fo measured by the

manipulator force/torque sensor):

i-1

f, =fo -Jfck (B.8)
k=O

Similarly, the torques at the ith joint ,i can be calculated:

i-1

Ti =To -ro,ixfo -1 Tck +rck,i fck) (B.9)
k=0

where ro,i is a vector from the origin of the force/torque sensor (the Oth joint) to the origin

of the ith joint, and rck,, is a vector from the center of mass of the kth link to the origin of

the ith joint. This torque is projected onto the axis of the joint to calculate the applied

joint torque:

Zai = zilZi  (B.10)

where zi-, is a unit vector aligned with the axis of the joint's rotation. Equations (B.7)-

(B. 10) are combined and the superscript notation indicating manipulator number is again

shown to yield a vector of joint torques of the form:

T)  Aa (q(),O) L , - f (0,q0O)q),q), , s,' s)  (B.11)

where each row i of A( is given by:

A
(O) = (z)  S (j)O + (zJ) )T  (B.12)
Ta i i-1 i-, i-1

and S(i), is the cross product matrix from the origin of the i-lth joint to the origin of the

force/torque sensor for the jth manipulator. The A matrices are relatively simple to

derive and require minimal computation for generating the actuator estimates. When

large external forces are absent and joint accelerations and velocities are relatively low,
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such as for a free-flying robot performing precision motions, the forces and torques can

be estimated by neglecting the higher order terms. Calculations have shown that these

terms are small compared to the magnitude of the applied actuation effort, in which case

Equation (B.11) reduces to:

) = A (q ), 0) 0 (B.13)

Similarly the estimates for the net thruster forces and torques become:

GO (B. 14)

S A (j ) 0

With the applied joint torques and the net thruster forces estimated, compensation for

these errors in the actuation in a closed-loop controller for free-flying and free-floating

space robots becomes possible [27].

B.3 Determining Minimal Sensors

The approach taken to determine minimal sensors is to divide the system at each

six-axis force/torque sensor into subsystems [9]. The subsystems are categorized by a

small set of canonical elements. The dynamics of the canonical elements are analyzed

using Newton's method to find intermediate forces and torques. Finally, the results are

applied to the original system to find the minimum number of sensors required to

calculate the actual net joint efforts (eliminating the effects of friction), thruster forces,

and reaction wheel moments. This section gives details of this approach.

B.3.1 Categorizing by Canonical Element

All of the subsystems created by isolating sections for the space robots at the

force/torque sensors can be reduced to the canonical elements in Figure B.3. The
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force/torque sensors provide the known interface forces and moments. The canonical

element for a given subsystem is determined by reducing the subsystem, following the

rules shown in Figure B.4. First, the system is divided at the force/torque sensors, and the

sensors are replaced with equal and opposite known force/torques. Next, zero end loads

at the end-effectors are replaced with known force/torques, because zero loads are also

known loads. Adding these zero loads allows more cases to be considered as one type.

Then, reaction jets are replaced with unknown force/torques. Finally, branches are

replaced with chains. A known load applied at the end of a chain is equivalent to a known

load applied at the branching point. The same is true for an unknown load.

unknown unknown unknown

known known known known known known

(a) Chain with known loads (b) Chain with one unknown load (c) Chain with two or more unknown loads

known kno unknown unknown

l known known unknown

(d) Loop with known loads (e) Loop with one unknown load (f) Loop with two or more unknown loads

Figure B.3. Canonical system elements.

Rule 1: Divide at sensors

and replace with known known

force/torques known

Rule 2: Replace zero
end loads with known known

force/torques oknown

Rule 3: Replace
reaction jets with known unknownknown

unknown force/torques

Rule 4: Replace unknown
branches with chains IoP :*00U

/ known * known

known known

Figure B.4. Reduction to canonical elements.
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An example of the application of these rules is given in Figure B.5, showing how

the unknown reaction jets on a spacecraft become the canonical element chain with one

unknown. Figure B.6 shows more examples. Figure B.6 (a) (Case 1) is a free-floating (no

thrusters) space robot with two manipulators and a single force/torque sensor. The sensor

separates the system into two canonical elements, both chains with known loads.

Figure B.6 (b) (Case 2) shows a free-floating robot with a single sensor at the wrist,

equivalent to a chain with known loads. The sensor measures very little, because there is

no payload in this case. Figure B.6 (c) (Case 2) shows a free-flying space robot with a

single sensor between the spacecraft and both manipulators. Figure B.6 (d) (Case 4)

shows a free-flying space robot that contains a closed kinematic chain or loop.

a known r nun known

unknown unknown

Figure B.5. Reduction of unknown reaction jets to chain with one unknown.

A known known

a known known known % known

known

(b) Case 2 2 k)tow known

(c) Case 3 nknown nown

S known known known

(d) Case 4
.. 0 unknow n

Figure B.6. More reduction examples.

B.3.2 Dynamic Analysis

The objective of this section is to determine if enough sensory information exists

for a given subsystem topology to find the net actuator forces and moments on all joints

and links in the subsystem. The friction at unactuated joints can also be measured. The
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analysis is for a full 3D system (see Figure B.1). Figure B.7 shows a typical link, and

Figure B.8 shows a link at a branch point.
Unknown force
and torque

f--- I,,

Known force Joint i
and torque

Link i Joint i+ 1

Inertial 
Y

Frame X

z

Figure B. 7. Link with one unknown load.

Joint1+1 
)  +l ,

nt Unknown forces
*and torques

Joint Linki

Known force
and torque +)

Inertial Joint i+ 1

Frame X

Z

Figure B.8. Link with two unknown loads.

When there are two unknown forces (such as in Figure B.8), the forces and

torques cannot be calculated directly. This situation can often be solved by starting at

several points in the chain and propagating the known forces and moments to a common

point. In other cases, additional information, such as provided by an additional

force/torque sensor, is needed to permit a solution. When all of the links in the system

have been visited, determining if the given set of sensors is sufficient or if additional

sensors are required is possible.

B.3.3 Analysis of Canonical Elements

The above analysis can be applied case by case to the canonical elements in

Figure B.3. First, consider the chain with known loads, as in Figure B.3 (a). By starting
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with the link on the far left, finding the actuator torques on the first joint is possible.

Continuing with the links from left to right, calculation can yield the forces and torques

on all joints in this system. Hence, enough sensors exist to completely identify all

actuation efforts for this case.

The canonical element chain with one unknown load also has enough sensors, but

working inward from both ends of the chain simultaneously is necessary so that the single

unknown load at the middle link can be determined. However, for any chain that has

more than one unknown load, as in Figure B.3 (c), all actuator efforts cannot be

determined without adding more sensors.

Loops can be resolved into two chains joined by two branching links. Loops are

analyzed by starting with a link that has only known applied loads and propagating the

loads in both directions around the loop until the chain rejoins. Enough sensors do not

exist to determine all actuation efforts for any of the three canonical elements with loops.

However, inserting a sensor in a loop converts this problem into the case of the chain

with known loads (Figure B.3 (a)). To summarize, for all the canonical elements, only a

chain with known loads, as in Figure B.3 (a), and a chain with one unknown load, as in

Figure B.3 (b), have enough sensory information to determine all actuation efforts.

By using the analysis of the canonical elements, applying the results to the

original system to determine sensor placement is straightforward. For any given robot

configuration with multiple manipulators, links, branches, etc., it is possible to enumerate

potential sensor placements, divide the system into subsystems at the sensors, classify

each subsystem by its canonical element, eliminate the layouts where not enough sensory

information exists, and find the minimal number and placement of sensors for the system.
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B.3.4 System Topologies

Systems such as that depicted in Figure 2.1 are studied to determine the torques at

each joint and the reaction jet forces. The parameters varied are number of manipulators

(p = 1, 2), number of links per manipulator (n = 1, 2, many), reaction jets or not (free-

flying or free-floating), and payload or not. The primary locations for sensor placement

are the manipulator wrist and the manipulator base where the manipulator joins the

spacecraft. For most cases, enumerating all the cases where the sensor is placed at any

joint in between is unnecessary, because the cases are often equivalent to the cases where

sensors are placed at the ends of the manipulators.

B.3.5 Minimum Sensor Configurations

The sensor placement method presented above is applied to space robots with one

and two manipulators. A collection of single manipulator cases with and without thrusters

is summarized in Figure B.9. In all cases with a single manipulator, adequate sensing

existed. Figure B.10 through Figure B.13 summarize the results for space robots with two

manipulators. The cases in Figure B.10 do not have (or are not firing their) thrusters. The

first row shows possible sensor placements when one sensor is available. The sensor can

be placed between the manipulator and the spacecraft, at the end effector, between both

manipulators and the spacecraft, or at both end-effectors. The second row shows

placement of two sensors, the third row shows placement of three sensors, and the last

row shows the only configuration with four sensors. All cases reduce to the canonical

chain elements with at most one unknown load, except for the two loop cases that are

crossed out. The crossed out cases do not have enough sensing to determine all actuation

efforts. From the remaining cases that do have enough information, determining the

minimal sensors (one) and its potential locations is straightforward. These cases are

outlined in bold. Figure B.11 shows the same cases as Figure B.10, except that the space
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robots now have thrusters. The addition of the unknown thruster loads does not change

the results; there are still only two cases that do not have enough sensing, and a single

force torque sensor is enough to determine actuation.

Figure B.12 shows robots that have no thrusters but carry a payload grasped by

both manipulators, creating a closed loop. Most of the loops are broken by a sensor so

actuation can be determined, but two places exist to put a single sensor to determine

actuation. Figure B.13 shows the robots from Figure B.12 with thrusters. Once again,

addition of unknown thruster forces does not significantly change the results.

Two Links Three Links Many Links Two Sensors End Payload Payload with Payload and
Wrist Sensor Two Sensors

No
_Nrusters 

(YIt (/0t (Y
ThrustersI

Figure B.9. Space robot configurations for a single manipulator.

Fewest sensors

One sr Not enough
Sensor 

sensors

Sensors

Sensors KCI C O C80

Four
Sensors

Figure B. 10. Space robot configurations for two manipulators and no thrusters.

Fewest sensors

One 
Not enough

Sensor sensors

Sensors

Threers

Four

Sensors

Figure B. 1. Space robot configurations for two manipulators and thrusters.

---
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Fewest sensors
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Sensor 
sensors

rSensors oa cm

Sensors
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Figure B. 12. Space robot configurations for two manipulators and payload.

Fewest sensors

Onesor / _ ___ Not enough

Sensor sensors

Two

Sensors 1 0 :

FigurSensors pace robot configurations for two manipulators, payload, and thrusters.

Figure B. 13. Space robot configurations for two manipulators, payload, and thrusters.

B.4 Simulation Results

The large space structure construction discussed in this thesis is one mission

where precise control is important for space robots. Precise sensing and actuation is also

needed by space robots for satellite capture missions (see Figure B.14). The results

presented here show the application of the Space Base Sensor Control method to the

satellite capture task.

Target Motion Estimation and Capturing Man

Task Planning for Capture

Figure B.14. Mission scenario for robotic satellite capture.Mother

Figure B. 14. Mission scenariofor robotic satellite capture.

ipulation

-1 IIIL'J
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B.4.1 System Description

To demonstrate its validity, the basic method is applied to the robot shown in

Figure B.15. One sensor could be used; however, two sensors are included here to

provide sensor redundancy. With failure of one sensor, this system could still maintain

precise control. While the above results are valid for 3D systems, for clarity, 2D cases of

a satellite capture task are simulated. The system studied here in simulation is shown in

Figure B.15, and is a space robot with two manipulators performing the pre-grasp portion

of a satellite capture task [39]. The loss of attitude control has been lost on the satellite

due to improper orbital insertion, failure of components, or lack of fuel is assumed. When

the robot gets close enough to the satellite, the robot's manipulator tracks and reaches for

a hardened grasping point on the satellite, such as the payload attachment ring. The

objective of this part of the task is to track the grasp point (within a specified position and

orientation error) on an uncontrolled spinning satellite long enough to allow a firm grasp

to be made. The robot's end-point sensor is assumed to be able to measure the relative

position and orientation of the grasp point. The inertial parameters of the robot are

assumed to be well known, but the characteristics of the joint friction are assumed to be

unknown except that the friction is Coulomb in nature with magnitudes approaching

twenty to fifty percent of the maximum torque. These values are typical for space robotic

systems [64]. The thruster sizes needed for the satellite capture task are substantial

compared to those used for satellite attitude control. The characteristics of the thruster

errors are assumed to be unknown.
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satellite capture example.

Table B.1 gives the parameters of the simulation. The manipulators are

symmetric, separated by a 90 degree angle and each has two links. The target satellite has

a radius of 3 meters and is assumed to be spinning with an angular velocity Wc of 3

revolutions per minute.

Table B. . Space robot parameters.

Length [m] Mass [kg] Inertia [kg m2]

Spacecraft 4.2 (diameter) 2400 5808

Link 1 4 200 345

Link 2 3 100 106

B.4.2 Tracking Performance

The task is simulated in Matlab for a free-flying space robot, firing thrusters at the

same time as the manipulator end-effectors are tracking the grasp points. The robot needs

to avoid firing its thrusters in the direction of the satellite [53]. The position of the end-

effectors is controlled by a Jacobian transpose controller. The forces and torques are

estimated but the actuation compensation loop is not closed in the simulation runs in

order to permit the identification of the torques to be seen. In use, this loop would be

closed. Figure B.16 shows the desired spacecraft trajectory and the desired end-effector
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trajectories for a representative case. Note that the two manipulator trajectories are

different because they are reaching for different points on the rotating satellite.

Figure B.17 and Figure B.18 show the end-effector position errors in the x and y

directions for manipulators 1 and 2. The solid line shows the position error when there is

no friction, and the dashed line shows the position error when there is Coulomb joint

friction. Clearly, the error is larger is the presence of uncompensated joint friction.

Desired
Manipulator 2 Rotating
End-Effector Satellite
Trajectory

Grasping

'4 
Points

Desired

SManipulator 1

End-Effector
Space Robot Trajectory

In Initial Position Desired

Spacecraft
Trajectory

Figure B.16. Desired spacecraft and manipulator end-effector trajectories.
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Figure B. 17. Manipulator I end-effector position error.
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Figure B. 18. Manipulator 2 end-effector position error.

The effects of joint friction can also be seen in Figure B.19 and Figure B.20,

which show the torques in both joints for manipulators 1 and 2. The thin solid line is the

commanded torque, the solid line is the actual torque, and the dashed line is the estimate

of the torque. The commanded torque is generally larger than the actual torque due to the

errors in the actuation. The method provides good agreement between the estimated value

and the actual value especially for the first joint. Since the acceleration terms are

neglected in the estimation algorithm for the results presented here, the method provides

the best estimates for actuation closest to the sensor. In Figure B.20, the method works

well for the first joint, but the torques for the second joint show a limitation of the

method. Since the joint virtually remains stationary, the friction overwhelms the dynamic

terms.

The spacecraft forces and moments are also estimated at the same time by the

same sensor. Figure B.21 shows the spacecraft forces in the x and y direction. The thin

line shows the commanded forces, the solid line shows the actual forces, and the dashed
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line is the estimate value. The actual force values experienced by the spacecraft are

substantially different than the commanded values. However, the method provides good

agreement between the estimated actuation value and the actual value. The error between

the estimate and the actual is less than five percent.
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2000 - / Torque Joint 1

Joint 1
Torque 0 - ------------- --
[N-m]1000 Estimated Torque (dashed line)

and Applied Torque (solid line)
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Figure B. 19.
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Figure B.20. Manipulator 2 torques for the large satellite capture task.
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Figure B.21. Continuous x and y commanded net thruster forces for the large

satellite capture task.

B.5 Summary

In space robots, actuator efforts can be degraded by such factors as friction,

thermal, and other disturbances. Sensing is required for precise control. However, such

sensing adds complexity, weight and cost. Hence, minimizing the number of sensors is

important. Simulations demonstrate that dynamic models can be combined with limited

sensing to identify actuation forces and torques in robotic manipulators, and minimum

sensor configurations exist that are able to determine system actuation precisely. A base

force torque sensor for each manipulator can provide an estimate for friction in the joints

and applied reaction jets. These estimates can be used in an inner actuator control

feedback loop. This controller can compensate for joint friction and spacecraft thruster

inaccuracies and would take the form of a classical torque controller that requires

individual joint torque sensors. A wrist force torque sensor for each manipulator can also

be used to estimate joint friction and applied reaction jet forces. However, additional

sensors are needed for cases when there are closed kinematic loop configurations.
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The methods shown here can be applied to other situations such as unknown

contact forces at the end-effector, unknown payload mass, or payload gripped with pin

joints (rather than rigidly grasped). Systems with reaction wheels can be considered with

this methodology. The approach is useful to study redundant sensor configurations and

accommodate sensor failure.
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APPENDIX

C
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

This appendix provides details about the MIT Field and Space Robotics

Laboratory (FSRL) Free-Flying Robotics Testbed (FFRT). The testbed is designed to

enable the experimental verification of planning, sensing, and control algorithms for

teams of space robots [3][4][7][68][69]. Section C.1 describes the experimental robots

and associated hardware and sensors. Section C.2 describes the flexible structures. This

appendix also includes suggestions for improvements based on lessons learned.

The Field and Space Robotics Laboratory is under the direction of Prof. Steven

Dubowsky. Members of the FSRL who have participated in the design and construction

of the testbed include Visiting Professor Yoji Kuroda, Dr. Matthew Lichter and Dr. Jamie

Nichol, Visiting Engineers Yoshiyuki Ishijima and Tatsuro Nohara, graduate students

Amy Bilton, Masahiro Ono, and Dimitrios Tzeranis, and undergraduates Patrick

Barragin, Marcos Berrios, Andrew Harlan, Dan Lopuch, and Ta Kim from UCLA. Prof.

Rich Wiesman consulted on the project. More recently graduate student Dan Kettler and

visiting graduate student Chiara Toglia have run experiments using the testbed.

C.1 Experimental Robots

Chapter 5 presented the experimental space robots. This section describes

additional details of the robots, including the mechanical systems, the coordinate systems,

the gas systems, the electronics and software.
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C.1.1 Mechanical Systems

This section describes the mechanical systems. The robot structures are made of a

composite material, with a hexagonal base approximately 23 centimeters at its largest

diagonal (see Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4). The two manipulators each have a force/torque

sensor at their base, a hexagonal structure supports the CO 2 gas tank, and the electronic

boards are mounted vertically on one side. Four 7.2-V NiMH batteries sit in the middle

and additional batteries can be attached. The gas system, including thrusters and air

bearings, is mounted underneath, along with the position sensors (Logitech PS/2 Optical

Mice [6][82]).

Figure C.1 shows the scale of the manipulators. The manipulator's motors and

encoders are mounted inside of its structure. The manipulator's end-effectors are

designed to be interchangeable depending on tests to be run. Figure C.2 shows an end-

effector designed to carry a laser for trajectory following experiments. For the flexible

module transportation and assembly experiments, a pin joint end-effector that transmits

forces but not moments is used (see Figure 5.3) [34].

Figure C. 1. Manipulator arm.
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Figure C.2. End-effector holding laser pointer.

Custom force/torque sensors are placed at the base of each manipulator (see

Figure C.3 and Figure C.4). They measure the two planar forces and one torque (F, F,,

and Tx) by using four strain gauges. The sensors' four flexures are designed to deform

linearly with the forces and torque. From their strains the forces and torque applied by the

manipulator are estimated. The force/torque sensors are calibrated before use [68].

Figure C.3. Force/torque sensor design [Dr. Jamie Nichol].
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Figure C.4. Photograph offorce/torque sensor.

C.1.2 Gas Systems

Figure C.5 shows a diagram of the gas system for the robot. The robots have a

single tank of compressed CO2 that is used for both levitation and driving the thrusters.

The mass of the system changes slightly (approximately 220 grams) over the course of

the experiments as the gas in the tank is used up, but this difference had negligible effects

on the results. The robots are supported by three porous low-friction flat-floation bearings

made by New Way Precision.

Each robot has eight reaction jet thrusters that drive the robot in the plane.

Figure C.6 shows the locations and orientations of the thrusters on the robot. Each

thruster can apply a force of approximately 0.1 Newton. The thrusters are driven by on-

off solenoid valves, and are controlled with pulse width modulation (PWM).
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Figure C.5. Gas system [drawing by Prof Yoji Kuroda].
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Figure C.6. Thruster locations [drawing by Dr. Matthew Lichter].

C.1.3 Electronics

The robotics electronics consist of an on-board PC104 computer with host CPU

and motherboard, a custom power board, wireless LAN, a Softing CAN-AC2-104

peripheral board, the CANBus (twisted pair wires), and the interface electronic circuit

boards with microcontroller firmware [47]. Figure C.7 shows a diagram of the

electronics.
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Legend

SCAN bus
-- Power lines

- Other signals

Figure C. 7. Electronics diagram [Dr. Matthew Lichter and Masahiro Ono].

Communication between the PC104 and the actuators and sensors uses multiple

layers of software, firmware, and hardware, as seen in Figure C.8. The top layer is the

high-level robot controller software, written in Matlab and Simulink. This top layer is

responsible for coordinating sensor and actuator activities, computing control laws,

filtering and processing data, and managing the other aspects of an experiment. The

robot's on-board computer is the Diamond Systems Morpheus PC/104 System. The robot

is also equipped with a Belkin wireless router to allow wireless access between the on-

board computers from the operator's control station.
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CONTROLLER: High-level robot controller Matlab/Simulink code

CANBUS DRIVERS: xPC Target I/O block lbrary (Mathworks)

CANBUS PERIPHERAL BOARD CAN-AC2-104 peripheral board (Softing)

DEVICE CANBUS INTERFACE: Digital circuitboard components

DEVICE FIRMWARE: PicBasic Pro code embedded in device microcontroller

SOFTWARE

Figure C.8. Communication layers between PC104 and actuators and sensors

[adapted from original by Dr. Matthew Lichter].

The controllers communicate with the CANbus peripheral board using an I/O

block library provided by Mathworks that translates high-level commands and requests

into small packets of data to be transmitted and received over the CANbus. The CANbus

peripheral board is the hardware that physically puts data packets (CANbus frames) onto

the CANbus physical medium [14]. Custom electronic boards are attached to the other

end of the CANbus physical medium.

Four kinds of custom electronics boards are used to drive on-board sensors and

actuators: manipulator boards, force/torque sensor boards, base module boards, and

accelerometer boards (see Figure C.9). All boards except the force/torque sensor board

have Microchip PICs for the operation of the sensors and actuators. The manipulator

board controls DC motors and reads the digital angle encoders. Motor speed is controlled

by PWM (pulse width modulation). The base module board controls thrusters and reads

mice. The force/torque sensor board has instrument amps and operational amps to
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amplify the signal of the force/torque sensors; these amplified signals are A/D converted

on manipulator boards. The accelerometer board interprets the digital PWM signal from

accelerometers on the flexible element.

Figure C.9. Electronics stack.

C.1.4 Software and Controllers

The software for the simulations and the experimental system is written with

Matlab and Simulink. The real-time software is implemented with the Matlab xPC

Target. The code is written in Matlab .m files and C/C++ code accessed from Simulink

through S-Functions. The controllers are implemented in Simulink and simulations are

written using SimMechanics plants. When the simulations are debugged and working, the

SimMechanics plant blocks are removed from the Simulink model and replaced with xPC

plant blocks that communicate directly with the experimental hardware via a layer of

CAN software provided by Matlab. The real-time software is compiled on a laptop,
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downloaded onto the PC104 computers on the robots, and triggered via wireless link.

During the experiments, the controllers execute on the target without communicating

with outside systems. After completion of an experiment the PC104 transfers data back to

the host laptop. Running simulations and hardware verification in parallel allowed for

rapid prototyping and easy comparison of controller methods.

C.1.5 Robot Coordinate Systems

This section describes the coordinate systems (or frames) used for the

experiments. The global inertial reference system is fixed in the experimental platform,

either the granite table or the epoxy floor. The location of the origin and the orientation of

the reference inertial system are set independently for each experimental case. Each robot

has two coordinate systems: a local coordinate system attached to the robot that moves

with the robot, and a global inertial coordinate system fixed in the experimental platform

(see Figure C.10). The robot's local coordinate system has its origin at the front corner of

the hexagonal base and its x axis is aligned with the robot's axis of symmetry. The y

axis is orthogonal to the x axis and the z axis is out of the plane. The robot's global

coordinate system is typically chosen so that it aligns with the local coordinate system at

the initial time. The inertial coordinate systems for the robot and reference are always

fixed relative to one another and are related by a translation and a rotation.

The inertial position of the center of mass of the robot system is denoted by the

vector RCM. The center of mass of the base section alone (without the manipulators) is

denoted by the vector Rcs. The local origin for the robot is specified in inertial space by

the vector R0 .
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Figure C. 10. Experimental robot coordinate frames and inertial vectors.

C.1.6 Robot Sensor Performance and Bandwidth

With any systems as complex as these seven DOF robots, lessons are learned in

the design and implementation process. The most challenging areas are the sensors and

the communications system. The force/torque sensors are the most problematic, and the

issues with communication system delays lead to restrictions on the controller bandwidth.

This section discusses the robots' limitations and makes suggestions for improvement.

The force/torque sensors were custom built because of cost and the limited

availability of sensors capable of measuring the small forces with adequate resolution.

The force/torque sensors proved to be sensitive to out of plane forces and consequently

joint position. The force/torque sensor calibration is able to compensate for some of this

sensitivity [68]. The force/torque sensors are also sensitive to room disturbances, such as

air conditioning and the fans on nearby desktop computers. Figure C.11 shows the x and

y components of the force/torque measurements on the right manipulator of robot 1

when the system is at rest, and Figure C.12 shows the same measurements when the room

air conditioner is on. Redesigning the supporting structure of the force/torque sensor (see
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Figure C.4) could make the design stiffer and less sensitive. Furthermore, signal

processing for the force/torque sensors could be improved by additional shielding on the

load cell wiring, by physically moving the electronics closer to the load cells to reduce

noise and interference, and by revising the custom electronic board design to eliminate

coupling between the gain and offset potentiometers.
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Figure C. 11. Force/torque sensor measurement for right manipulator of robot 1,

at rest with gas system off (not floating).
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Figure C. 12. Force/torque sensor measurement for right manipulator of robot 1,

at rest with gas system off, room air conditioner on.

The other manipulator sensors, the joint encoders, performed well. Once

calibrated, the mice also performed well. For this application, the nonlinearities and on-

off nature of the thrusters dominated the control loop containing the mice. However,

replacing the simple desktop mice with faster ones designed for computer games could

improve performance.
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Limitations in the communications systems impose unexpected and undesirable

restrictions on the robot's controller bandwidth. As the system is currently constructed,

there is a propagation delay between the time the high level controller requests a read or a

write function until the time the custom electronic boards perform the operation.

Although the bit stream is transmitted over the CANbus at approximately 1 Mbit per

second, the effective rate of the larger system is much slower. The time delay is highly

variable and is in the range of tens of microseconds to tens of milliseconds (depending on

the sensor). A buffer somewhere in the CANbus or communications software or on the

hardware boards is believed to act as a delay between when the functions are called and

when the bits are placed on the CANbus. Partially to address this problem, the original

Linux operating system was replaced by Matlab xPC, but the change did not improve the

time delays substantially. Although CANbus systems operate at high speeds elsewhere,

the CANbus implementation is problematic here [14]. Future users of the testbed should

consider replacing the CANbus system with more commonly used I/O boards, although

this is not a simple change due to the number of actuators and sensors involved.

Additionally, the current configuration allows a single PC104 to control both robots,

simplifying issues of robot to robot communication.

The bandwidth and control of the experimental robots is limited by these time

delays. For example, Figure C.13 and Figure C.14 show representative Bode plots for

Joint 1 (closest to the base) and Joint 2 for the right manipulator arm on the second robot.

The gas system was disabled so the robot is effectively a fixed-base manipulator. The

manipulator joints were driven at varying frequencies and the output frequencies

recorded. The sampling time for these cases is 0.01 seconds. The figures show that the

manipulators do not track the inputs well at frequencies above 2-2.57r radians per

second (1-1.25 Hertz).
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Figure C. 13. Bode plot of Joint 1 on the right manipulator for robot 2 (fixed-

base). Sampling time is 0.01 seconds.
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Figure C. 14. Bode plot of Joint 2 on the right manipulatorfor robot 2 (fixed-

base). Sample time is 0.01 seconds.

C.2 Experimental Flexible Elements

This section discusses the design of the experimental flexible modules [34][68].

The purpose of these flexible elements is to emulate the behavior of representative

flexible modules that would be found on orbit during the construction of large space

telescopes or large space solar power stations. The ideal experimental structure has a low

damping ratio (under one percent), and is extremely flexible in the transverse direction

with dominant frequencies at least twenty times smaller than the bandwidth of the robot

controller. The experimental structure must be lightweight since the force/torque sensors

support the load. If the experimental structure has transverse deflections on the order of

five to ten percent it is easy to make visual comparisons of various controllers.
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However, constructing an experimental structure that meets these criteria is

challenging. Even if an experimental facility large enough to manipulate the proposed

200 meter space structure could be found, the structure would not support its own weight

on earth. Scaled to the testbed robot dimensions, the structure would be more than 6

meters long. The largest beam that fits on the granite table is 1.5 meters. The size of an

experimental structure is also limited by the amount of weight that the robot force/torque

structures can support. No simple beams of metal or composite material with length near

to the testbed size were found to meet the design requirements.

Other designs for the flexible structures were considered. Large masses were

added to the structure to lower frequencies, but made the structure too heavy for the

force/torque sensors. The height of the structure was reduced to limit weight. From Euler

beam theory, the height of the beam does not contribute to the frequency [55]. However,

the shorter prototypes (approximately 3 centimeters) plastically deformed. Other

experimental prototype designs sagged under their own weight, twisted out of the plane,

and did not meet the frequency and damping requirements.

Alternative designs for the flexible element such as a zig-zag beam (see

Figure C.15) or a lumped-mass beam built with metal shims and rigid composite

elements (see Figure C.16 and Figure C.17) were also considered. (These alternative

beams were designed after conversations with Prof. David Miller. The beams were built

by Patrick Barragan.) The zig-zag design allows substantial axial as well as transverse

vibrations, complicating the control of the structure. The zig-zag beam has large

amplitude of vibrations and a low damping ratio, but suffered from significantly sag

under its own weight. The lumped-mass structure consists of lumped masses (polymer

tubes) separated by springs (thin metal shims). The natural frequencies of this beam could

be tuned by varying the lumped masses and the lengths of exposed shim, although this

beam is more complicated to fabricate.
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(a) Side view (b) Top view
Figure C. 15. Zig-zag beam prototype.

Figure C. 16. Lumped mass beam prototype.

Figure C. 17. Overhead view of two robots manipulating lumped-mass and zig-zag beams.
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For the experiments presented in this thesis, the flexible element chosen is a

simple aluminum beam supported by the robot end-effectors, as seen in Figure 5.1. The

beam is 1.22 meters long, 0.80 mm thick, and 12.8 centimeters tall. The beam's lowest

natural frequency is 2.8 Hertz and it has a damping ratio of 15 percent. Figure C.18

shows an alternative configuration for the experimental system. In this figure, the flexible

element is a flat piece of aluminum supported by two passive floating modules.

Figure C.18. Alternative configuration for experiments with flexible elements

supported by passive floating modules [with Amy Bilton].

The flexible elements would have their vibrations excited by thrusters in an on-

orbit system. It is difficult to have the low amplitude forces of the CO2 thrusters excite

large amplitude easily visible vibrations. However, the motions of the manipulators are

able to produce easily visible amplitudes.

Distributed accelerometers manufactured by Analog Devices measure the motions

of the flexible elements (see Figure 5.1 and Figure C.19). These accelerometers have a
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measurement range of +/- 1.2g and a measurement variance (o 2 ) of 0.013g 2 . Although

not used for the experiments in this thesis, additional testbed sensors include a laser range

finder and overhead cameras. The SICK LMS 291 laser scanner provides vision

deflection measurements of the flexible structure (see Figure C.18) [79]. The

measurement variance in the range direction (U2 ) for this system is calculated to be 1.7

mm2 [3]. Overhead cameras made by Videre Design are available to provide additional

position measurements. The overhead camera collects images at a rate of 15 Hertz and

the camera measurements have a resolution of 6 mm.

Figure C. 19. Accelerometers.
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